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ABSTRACT
For the past three decades, rising skill requirements, increased income inequality, and the
growth of suburbs as employment centers have altered the dynamics of urban labor markets.
Have labor matching processes also changed in this time? And are these processes the same
regardless of location?
This study argues that job-finding patterns have changed in unexpected ways, that the
methods used to find work differ by city, and that wage outcomes associated with those methods
can also depend on location. The data for this project come from over 2500 Boston and Los
Angeles respondents of the Multi City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI) survey, administered
in the early 1990s.
Research on labor matching can be categorized into two broad camps, one prioritizing the
role of social factors, the other the role of spatial location. This study integrates these approaches
in a series of analyses that evaluate social, spatial, and individual contributions to method use
and outcomes.
Despite the importance of individual characteristics, social networks, mobility, and
neighborhood poverty for job finding, factors hypothesized to have an impact on method use,
these variables do not account for job-finding differences between Boston and Los Angeles.
After considering the cities' demographic distributions, personal contacts are still used more
often in LA, by almost all groups. Findings show that Boston's labor market emphasizes formal
methods over the personal contacts popular in Los Angeles, and that workers don't necessarily
use the method tied to highest wages.
These findings apply to job seekers across the labor market, but are of particular relevance
for poor and low-skilled workers who have difficulty finding good jobs. The spatial variation of
search methods' use and outcomes has implications for researchers and policy makers concerned
with issues such as workforce development and place-based employment initiatives, as well as
for job seekers, employers, and organizations designed to connect the two.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
For the work of a man will he render unto him,
And cause every man to find according to his ways.
- Book of Job
How do individuals find work? Who finds good jobs and why? Are the answers the same
from place to place? These questions apply to every job seeker in the labor market, but are
particularly relevant for the large numbers of poor and low-skilled workers who have difficulty
getting hired or finding good jobs. Given the current pressures of rising unemployment, welfare
reform, and increasing skill requirements, finding work has become an even greater challenge.
Finding a job is important both in itself and as a gateway to future employment mobility.
Understanding how search methods lead to employment, and with what wages, is one key to
helping workers succeed. Can location change the "best" way to find work, or other aspects of
job finding?
This dissertation uses data from Boston and Los Angeles to ask if variation in location helps
to account for variation in job-search outcomes. Understanding how job seekers connect to
employers, and what changes could be made to improve their outcomes, can help address the
barriers facing job seekers in the labor market.
Looking for a job can sometimes feel like a journey on back roads without a map; you know
where you're going but not the best route to take. Back roads are not well-marked, wander from
one small town to the next, and rarely have information centers when you need them. If the car
breaks down or you need some other kind of assistance, there are no regular service stations, no
phone booths, just mile after mile of unpredictable road. Without interstates or signs, mileage
markers or a map, your journey is likely to take much longer than necessary and may result in a
lot of unexpected detours. Your only options are to stop and ask for directions or plunge ahead
into the unknown. Arriving at your destination is not entirely assured.
By the same token, finding work can be a difficult, lengthy process full of dead ends, bad
information, and false trails. Or it can be as simple as getting on the main road and driving
straight through to your destination. This study analyses the factors that determine a job finder's
course. It also finds that the route can influence the reward at the end of the journey.
Much of the advice given to job seekers is either on preparing for the adventure (e.g., writing
a resumd), or how to act once the destination has been determined (such as interview skills).
There is less attention paid to the often rough landscape that is the labor market, how it may help
or hinder the search, the best approach to its peculiarities. This metaphor can be applied to the
figurative spaces of a local labor market, but also to its physical spaces.
This study argues that one factor should not be ignored: the backdrop for all job searches,
even those conducted in the disconnected worlds of cyberspace, is an ultimately physical
environment. An urban resident without a car is likely to have trouble finding and keeping a
suburban job no matter how qualified they are, or how personable. A large city with many
different zones of economic activity is challenging for one person to search.
How location interacts with job search is one question addressed in this project. The different
results job seekers achieve when looking for work in one city or another are also addressed.
THE LABOR MATCHING DEBATE: WHO You KNOW VS. WHERE You LIVE
For decades researchers have paid a seemingly inordinate amount of attention to the act of
finding a job. Economists dominated this area of research for the first half of the twentieth
century, first looking to resolve the employment shortage of the 1930s, then the labor shortages
of the next several decades. Sociologists came to the field much later, and only then did the
discussion shift from "What do we need to know to control the flow of labor and increase
productivity?" to "Doesn't it seem odd that one's friends have so much to do with the whether,
what, and how much of finding a job?" This is a bit of an oversimplification, of course, but the
early sociological studies were straightforward. Initially, the focus was on blue-collar workers
(the primary interest of the aforementioned labor economists) and few studies asked anything
more detailed than whether one's job had been found through formal or informal means.' This
was useful for evaluating the relative importance of various job-finding methods, but could say
almost nothing detailed about the dynamics of the most popular method, personal contacts.
The one thing that everyone has agreed upon in labor-matching research is that most people
find work through someone (Marsden and Gorman 2001). But exactly how this happens was, for
many years, a mystery. How people find work through their social ties is an essentially
sociological question, although of interest to a great many other fields. Given the essentially
economic mindset of many studying the topic it took years to unravel the social dynamics of
contact use in labor matching, and more years to bring this area of research to the forefront.
It wasn't until one particular sociologist came along that labor research began to include the
sorts of details that helped fill in the blanks. While in search of a topic for his doctoral
dissertation Mark Granovetter realized that he could address one particular missing piece of this
labor matching puzzle. No one had done the sort of work needed to understand how job seekers
found the necessary job information in the first place, or anything about the individuals who
passed it along to them. In addition, white-collar workers had been woefully neglected in labor
'Informal means include personal contacts and direct application, although contacts (Granovetter 1974, 5).
matching research. A study focusing solely on such workers would be manageable for a student
with limited resources and fill a need. After what was surely a moment of private "Eureka!" he
got to work.
Granovetter's survey included 282 professional, managerial, and technical workers living in
Newton, a suburban town just outside of Boston, Massachusetts. What he found surprised many
and changed how we view the process of information exchange.
In keeping with previous studies on the subject, Granovetter found that personal contacts
were the most common way his respondents found work. That result entered the long and
undistinguished (albeit necessary) line of findings that confirm what is already known. But
Granovetter also found a twist to this story that would make him famous. The best way to find
work was not through trusted friends and relatives, but through that vast and murky category of
half-remembered names we call acquaintances.
As Granovetter goes on to spell out this curious equation it begins to make a great deal of
sense. It turns out that close friends and relatives, known as strong ties, tend to know a lot of the
same things the job seeker does. Because so much time is spent with these strong ties, working
or living or simply experiencing the world together, they don't have a lot of job information that
the job seeker doesn't already know. That's where acquaintances come in. People who cross
your path only occasionally, may be a friend of a friend or a distant memory at Christmas time,
these weak ties turn out to be important sources of new information. As Granovetter puts it, "It is
a remarkable fact that one may receive crucial information from individuals whose existence one
has nearly forgotten" (1974, 82).
There are other missing pieces in the job-finding puzzle (such as what happens when the
sample is not exclusively white or male), but other researchers have made headway on these
fronts. Studies extending Granovetter's work to include a greater diversity of individual and
occupational groups have found that women and minorities do not always follow the same job-
search patterns as white men. Their findings also suggest that living in poor neighborhoods tends
to lock residents into networks with other poor members, who have little access to job
information outside the area (Kleit 2002; Oliver 1988; Pastor Jr. and Adams 1996). Researchers
concerned with the social isolation of urban residents highlight the limits of urban minorities'
social networks and present a framework in which these groups' social isolation from
mainstream members of society is at the core of their employment problems. Such analyses use
Granovetter's finding that weak ties lead to better jobs as a way to evaluate other groups'
patterns and develop strategies to compensate for low levels of weak tie use. For example,
Meldndez and Falc6n conclude that Latinos are much more likely to find work through close
contacts than other groups, and argue that successful labor-market connections may therefore
require the substitution of employment agencies for job seekers' missing weak ties (Meldndez
and Falcon 1999). This study urges a closer look at the processes behind such proscriptions.
Weak ties may not always be the best way to find work, and what works can depend on where
the job finder lives.
Close to the time of Granovetter's study another way of looking at labor matching was
developed. The focus of this research was not on particular search methods but on the contextual
factors that shape those methods' effectiveness. The post World War II baby boom, rising
standards of living, the GI Bill, and white flight combined to persuade many to move to the
suburbs, and employers followed suit. It would be decades before all Americans would be
allowed to live where they liked, and African Americans were not welcome in most suburbs. As
employers moved out of many cities poor and minority residents were unable to follow, resulting
in a physical disconnect between these workers and jobs. John Kain (1968) named this
disconnect the "spatial mismatch" and hypothesized that it was one cause of urban minorities'
poor labor-market outcomes.
We could ask the same question of this theory that we are asking of Granovetter, whether it is
influenced by location. Cooke's study (1996) of African-American males' labor market success
suggests that space may play a direct role in the importance of the spatial mismatch. After
surveying workers in nine cities, he states that the "general conclusion to be drawn is that the
spatial mismatch effect is contingent on the particular characteristics of each metropolitan area.
Preliminary analysis shows that metropolitan areas with a spatial mismatch effect are large in
terms of total population and total land area, and have less efficient transportation systems."
Spatial mismatch has the potential to affect workers' job-search methods as well as
outcomes. If, as Kain and others assert, there are fewer jobs within physical reach of urban job
seekers, it is unlikely that respondents would be able to find work using the sorts of direct
methods that rely on proximity. Walking into businesses to apply or searching for help-wanted
signs would not be very successful strategies. In addition, network research has shown that local
ties make up a significant proportion of all contacts, and that two-thirds of all contacts are either
neighborhood or work-based (Wellman 1996). Also, given that segregation and racial clustering
continue to shape the residential landscape, neighbors' access to job information would
presumably be under many of the same physical constraints as the job seekers'.
Researchers in the "who you know" and "where you live" camps are both interested in what
shapes labor market outcomes. One related question has not been adequately addressed: "Is job
finding the same everywhere?"
The finding that weak ties are the best route to a good job has been generally accepted as a
truism and applied to labor-matching issues regardless of location. In Granovetter's words,
"[b]etter jobs are found through contacts, and the best jobs... are most apt to be filled in this
way" (Granovetter 1974). Despite this, he was open to the idea that his one-location sample
might not capture the whole of job-finding experience (Granovetter 1974),2 but his results have
been incorporated into the literature without much attention to this possibility. As Peck says,
"labor market theories are deemed to be portable from place to place" (cited in Hanson and Pratt
1995, 9).
This study fills several remaining gaps in our knowledge of labor matching. Does residential
location affect search methods' outcomes? Using Boston and Los Angeles as test cases, this
study asks whether job-finding methods lead to similar employment outcomes regardless of
residential location. Job-search methods have been linked to individual characteristics and
outcomes, but these relationships' interactions with the job seeker's location have been largely
unexplored. The dissertation investigates differences in social networks by location, and how
physical space interacts with search methods to shape job seekers' labor-market opportunities.
In the search for broadly applicable findings on method use, most researchers have simply
ignored spatial variables. Results based on one location are regularly applied to others, and
national surveys treated as if they apply to all places. Think what such lack of specificity might
2 Granovetter states that "[a] one-location sample is bound not to be entirely representative of the possible sampling
universe. I have hoped mainly to suggest relationships to be tested and further investigated and elaborated in studies
which are larger and conducted in different contexts" (Granovetter 1974, 151).
mean to a scholar or a practitioner interested in the well-being of a particular place or its labor
force, or to a job seeker looking to put their recommendations into practice. It is valuable to ask
if job finding in Boston, for example, follows the same rules and gives the same results as in Los
Angeles.
NEW FRAMEWORK: WHO-WHAT-WHERE
Granovetter, and others conducting similar job-finding studies, focus on individuals'
characteristics and social networks. Kain and those concerned with a potential spatial mismatch
center their research on the spatial distribution of workers and employers. In contrast, this study
uses an alternative framework that can be summed up as the "who-what-where " approach. This
approach investigates job finders' outcomes by combining personal and network measures with
location and mobility variables.
. Who: job finders' background and social network characteristics;
. What: job-finding strategies or outcomes;
. Where: city and neighborhood of residence, and job finder mobility.
What works for whom, and where? This approach is useful for its explicit integration of
personal variables with place-based factors, both of which have the potential to influence labor-
matching outcomes. Asking how a given person uses the tools at hand to negotiate their labor
market and with what result addresses many of the questions central to both network and
mismatch literatures. It also permits the evaluation of potential job-finding strategies according
to their effects in more than one location.
How do successful methods change depending on individual job finders, their occupation, or
location? Understanding the puzzle of city differences and the larger pattern of method use
requires further exploration of the who-what-where of job finding.
MMUMIMW
Focus OF INQUIRY
This dissertation compares job finding in two multi-ethnic metropolitan areas with similar
labor markets but very different spatial characteristics. Boston typifies smaller, dense, concentric
cities while Los Angeles is a highly developed example of a large, dispersed, polycentric city.
This study investigates differences in how residents of these two cities find work, and how those
differences influence their wages. Mapping the contours of this relationship provides a new
dimension to the "geography of opportunity" (Galster and Killen 1995). The remainder of this
chapter provides an orientation to the data, the cities, and to the study ahead.
Study Sample
The data for this project come from the Boston and Los Angeles components of the Multi
City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI), administered to 5845 individuals in the early 1990s 3
(see Appendix A for more on the MCSUI data). Using the 1990 Census, adults were randomly
selected to take a comprehensive survey. Block groups with high proportions of black, Latino,
and (in LA) Asian residents were oversampled to provide reasonably large numbers of both
whites and minorities. Respondents were asked questions on racial attitudes, the causes of racial
segregation, and their labor market status. The labor market section contains specific questions
about employment, whether they had looked for a job recently, and if successful how they found
work (see Appendix B for question wording). Possible job-finding methods include friends and
relatives, acquaintances, newspaper ads, and "Other" means (unions, state employment agencies,
3 The United States was in an economic downturn during this period.
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school placement officers, temporary agencies, private employment services, help-wanted signs,
walk-ins, sent resume or called employer).4
Of the 5845 individuals interviewed, 2561 Boston and LA respondents answered the
questions on job search.5 That is the subset used here. The data are weighted up to metropolitan
population figures to compensate for stratification and oversampling, and then reduced to
analytic weights so that the Ns reflect the original sample size. Table 1 details the sample
distribution by education and gender. To allow the inclusion of geographic and tract-level
variables in this study, the author also linked data for the respondents' 1990 Census tracts to
MCSUI.
Table 1: MCSUI Respondent Characteristics and Sample Sizes
Boston Los Angeles Total
Total Sample 808 1753 2561
Education
Less than High School 63 420 483
High School/GED 323 628 951
2-Year Degree 74 282 356
Bachelor's Degree 211 309 520
More than Bachelor's 136 114 250
Gender
Male 422 936 1358
Female 386 817 1203
Ns may vary slightly due to weights and rounding.
The combined MCSUI-Census dataset provides information on job seekers' socioeconomic
and network characteristics, but also on their tract of residence, the area covered while searching
for work, whether a car was available during search, time spent commuting to the job once
4 See Appendix C for more discussion of Other means.
5 The sample N is approximately 2561 after removing the "other" race category (which was too small to analyze
properly), those with outlier earnings (over $100 per hour), and applying sample weights.
found, and the characteristics of social contacts used to find work. Using this dataset, it is also
possible to analyze respondents' wages in relation to their search methods, education, help
received, or neighborhood.
Study Sites
As Hanson and Pratt establish in their impressive study of occupational segregation in
Worcester, "all knowledge is interpretedfrom a location. That location and its effect on vision
(or interpretation) then become a serious matter for scrutiny. It is also a beginning point for
carefully building webs of connection with others, who partially share our locations and who
then build bridges with others who overlap in their locations in different ways" (Hanson and
Pratt 1995).
Both Boston and Los Angeles can be characterized as multiethnic metropolises, and have the
diverse mix of industries that is coming to characterize successful American cities. What makes
these cities really different from one another are their size and structure. LA has a polycentric
urban form with a widely-distributed population tied together by freeways (Davis 1992;
McWilliams 1979). Boston is much closer to the Chicago School's traditional central city with a
suburban ring (Park et al. 1925), and is considerably smaller than LA.
The cities are different enough spatially to provide insight into the role of place in the job
search process, but similar enough in terms of the local labor markets to be compared. This study
is not only about city differences, but whether, despite the existence of dramatic diversity at
some levels, the job search experiences of people who live in these cities are fundamentally
similar. As Nelson and Clark suggest (1976), although Boston and LA vary substantially by
urban form they are remarkably comparable in terms of socioeconomics and commuting patterns
(see Table 2).
Table 2: Characteristics of Boston and Los Angeles
Los Angeles Boston
Total Population 11,402,946 2,775,370
Metropolitan Population Living Within Central City in 1990 (%) 39 26
High School or Higher (% of Persons over 25) 72.4 83.3
Bachelor's or Higher (% of Persons over 25) 23.4 32.7
Civilian Unemployed (%) 6.8 6.2
Men Not in Labor Force (% of Persons over 16) 10.7 10.8
Average Travel Time to Work (Minutes) 26.5 24.9
Drove Alone to Work (%) 71.8 65
Carpool to Work (%) 15 9.9
Public Transit to Work (%) 5.5 15
Median Household Income ($) 37,029 39,691
Families Below Poverty (%) 10.2 6.2
Source: 1990 Census for Boston and LA Urbanized Areas, except for Travel Time to Work (Census data for Boston and LA cities);
Central City Population (Farley, Fielding, and Krysan 1997).
Another indicator of the comparability of these two sites is illustrated in the following chart
of employment rates by sector (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Employment by Sector
40.00%
30.00%-
20.00%
* Los Angeles PMSA
* Boston NECMA
10.00%_
0.00%
Manufacturing Wholesale Trade Retail Trade Services State & Local
Government
This study benefits from having two cities with a mix of industries, including traditional
manufacturing, service, and the knowledge-based industries that are frequently ignored in
discussions of low-skilled labor. The comparative framework emphasizes potential variation in
search methods' effectiveness and helps build a more multi-dimensional account of the labor-
matching process.
Job-Finding Differences by City
As with job seekers in earlier studies, the majority of MCSUI respondents found their most
recent job through networks (Figure 2).6
Figure 2: Job-Finding Methods for Boston and Los Angeles MCSUI Respondents Combined
Source: Author's calculations using weighted MCSUI data for Boston and Los Angeles (n=2561).
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The picture changes when the data are broken down by city (Figure 3). The most dramatic
difference in the use of job-finding methods by city is in the use of social networks to find work.7
In LA, 61% of job finders used contacts to find work, compared with 40% in Boston. Half of LA
respondents found work through their strong ties (friends and relatives), while only a third of
Boston's respondents did so.8 The use of newspapers and Other means for finding work is much
more prevalent in Boston than in LA. One in three Boston respondents found work through
Other means, such as employment agencies, labor unions, sending out resumds, or answering
help wanted signs. Only one in five LA respondents found work through such methods.
6 Respondents found work through personal contacts in nearly identical proportions to those in Granovetter's
sample, 54.7% compared to 55.7% (Granovetter 1974, 18).
7 The figures presented here show how MCSUI respondents found their most recent job. It is also possible to
compare these results with respondents' job search methods (explored in more detail in Chapter Three). Generally
speaking, most respondents in both cities used multiple methods of job search. The most dramatic difference was
how each city's job seekers actually found work.
8 This may reflect the larger proportion of Latinos in LA, who are more likely to use strong ties when searching for
jobs (Melndez and Falc6n 1999). This possibility is tested in Chapter Three.
Figure 3: City Differences in Job Finding
Source: Author's calculations using weighted MCSUI data for Boston and Los Angeles (n=2562).
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These figures show that place does matter in labor matching. The remainder of this study
tests a number of potential explanations for these city differences and evaluates their impact on
job finders' outcomes.
This Study's Main Arguments
The Boston and Los Angeles data from MCSUI provide evidence that the labor-market
landscape does influence job-finding methods used and associated wages. This study argues that
job-finding patterns have changed in unexpected ways, that the methods used to find work differ
by city, and that the wage outcomes associated with those methods can also depend on location.
These assertions will be supported, sharpened, and qualified in the chapters to come, but these
are the fundamental elements to take from this study.
To extend the metaphor used at the beginning of this chapter, different groups negotiate the
labor market using different routes and different means of transportation. And rather than being a
featureless plain, the ground they cover on their way to a job has mountains and valleys,
roadblocks and superhighways, all of which may influence the journey's outcome.
The spatial variation of search methods' use and outcomes has implications for researchers
and policy makers concerned with issues such as workforce development and place-based
employment initiatives, as well as for job seekers, employers, and organizations designed to
connect the two. For example, Granovetter found that jobs located through weak ties tend to be
better than those found by alternative means. Does this aspect of Granovetter's model still hold,
and does it apply everywhere?
A MAP OF THINGS TO COME
The next chapter reviews the job-finding literature and its importance to this study. Chapter
Three moves the discussion to a more detailed analysis of job finding in MCSUI and proposes a
spatial explanation for patterns of method use. Chapter Four asks how space affects methods'
role in job finders' wages, and what other factors influence outcomes. Chapter Five summarizes
study findings and presents its implications for theory and policy.
CHAPTER 2: NETWORKS, SPACE, AND JOB FINDING
We cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand fibers connect us with our
fellow men; and among those fibers, as sympathetic threads, our actions
run as causes, and they come back to us as effects.
- Herman Melville
FINDING WORK
Most of us, at one point or another, will be faced with the prospect of finding work. How we
go about that task depends in part on our race, gender, occupation, education, and, this study
argues, location.
Stories about job-finding are common. The laid-off executive spending years unemployed
despite a sterling track record, the recent Ph.D. unable to find work despite hundreds of
applications. Such stories are used to illustrate economic downturns or problems of the
marketplace, but rarely to highlight job-search strategies. Other stories are told about the
enviable job seeker with dozens of job offers and the pick of signing bonuses. These tales can be
frightening or motivating, but do not provide the specific details other job seekers may find
helpful in their own searches. What is needed is a map of how job seekers find work, showing
the dead ends as well as the thruways.
Getting a job is fraught with social as well as economic consequences. What one does is seen
as a defining characteristic, and the kind and quality of job you are able to find is thought to say
something about you as a person. It is also a social process in and of itself. How and why do
individuals find work the way they do? To what extent can job seekers determine the outcomes
of their search?
The findings outlined in the Introduction point to social and spatial differences in job finding
that extend our current understanding of the job-matching process. This chapter provides a
foundation for the discussion of these differences in the chapters to follow. Think of it as an
orientation to the journey of looking for and finding work.
CURRENT APPROACHES TO LABOR MATCHING
Rising skill requirements, increased income inequality, and the rise of suburbs as centers for
job growth have contributed to a lack of good jobs for low-skilled urban workers (Danziger and
Gottschalk 1993; Kasarda 1994; Murnane, Willett, and Levy 1995). The current economic
downturn has placed additional pressure on workers at all levels of the employment spectrum,
and makes job finding even more difficult for low-wage and low-skill workers. The market has
also provided more jobs for welfare recipients than was expected, but the jobs they find generally
have low pay and few prospects for advancement (Burtless 1995; Edin and Lein 1997; Johnson
1997; Newman 1996; Osterman 1991; Rivera and Healy 1998; Weir 1997; Wilson 1996). These
problems have led researchers to explore various aspects of urban labor markets, and to ask how
to improve employer-worker connections and to better understand the process through which
workers search for, and ultimately find work.
The neoclassical explanation of labor matching posits a featureless labor market where
employers with available work connect with potential employees. It also assumes that workers
and employers have costless access to full information about one another. While this clear-cut
portrait of supply and demand captures the essence of the labor market, it does not account for
the very real costs of information. How individuals search for work, gain access to employers,
the area they cover in doing so, and the information that employers want about potential
employees are inextricably related to the costs of that information. Search methods and contacts
that provide access or can vouch for the job seeker are important as ways to reduce the costs and
uncertainty of job search. The job seeker who can gather the most information of the highest
quality, sort through it efficiently, and call on contacts for support when necessary is more likely
to find work. This success can be measured in terms of finding employment and wage levels, as
well as through benefits, and job tenure. Understanding the processes linking the fulfillment of
supply and demand to an individual's paycheck is one key to better theory and to better
outcomes.
Research has discussed the basics of job finding. People may search for or simply "fall" into
a job, and may use a variety of methods when they do actively search. Individuals'
characteristics have also been related to the likelihood that they will find employment and to the
methods they use in the process. As anyone familiar with the saying "It's not what you know, but
who" will recognize that personal networks also play a role in the labor matching process.
Research on labor matching can be categorized into two broad camps, one prioritizing the
role of social networks, the other spatial location. While the emphasis differs between these
camps, both are concerned with how individuals connect with employers, and with the quality of
the jobs they find. Both strands of research aim to improve outcomes through better
understanding the processes involved, but disagree on prescriptions. Should job seekers trying to
better their lot find different friends, or move?
LOOKING FOR, AND FINDING, WORK
There are many ways to find a job. Talking to friends or relatives, calling on more distant
acquaintances, sending out r6sumes, finding help from a union hall or employment agency, and
calling employers directly are some of the tactics people use when they look for work. These
methods can be reduced to three types of strategies: contacts, direct application, and indirect
methods. Contacts include both close ties such as friends and family as well as weak ties like an
old teacher or business acquaintance. Direct methods involve the job seeker getting in touch with
potential employers on their own, as with answering classified ads or walking into a business and
filling out an application. Indirect methods include school placement offices, temporary
employment agencies, and unions, and can be seen as attempts to replace networks with
institutions (Harrison and Weiss 1998; Meldndez and Falcon 1999).
Of these methods, personal contacts are one of the most commonly used. The predominance
of contacts in job search has been found in studies throughout the last century. As summarized in
Marsden and Gorman's review (2001), studies generally find that at least half of job holders in
this country got their job through networks. As a group, MCSUI respondents reported using
networks most often to find work, doing so 57% of the time (see Figure 2 on page 20). Network-
based job finding also showed the most variation of all methods when compared by city. Is this a
sign that patterns of method use have changed?
The final piece of this study's foundation explores the boundary between networks and space
by asking what networks have to do with place, and what is the relationship of networks and
place to employment outcomes? Much current network research treats its subject as aspatial,
building images of individuals connected across social, rather than physical distance. Despite
internal disagreement on whether these effects are positive or negative, literature makes it clear
that where we live, work and play impacts our social interactions, which are one key to finding
work.
Social Networks
Because networks are used so often, are thought of as relatively costless ways to look for
work, and may lead to better-paying jobs, they have been one focus of job-finding research for
several decades. Mark Granovetter's work (1973; 1974) on the job search experiences of white-
collar workers is perhaps the most frequently-cited study on network-based outcomes because it
articulated the obvious (that who you know matters) and said something new about the "strength
of weak ties" (that weak ties are often the best way to find work because they have access to new
information). His research, however, focused only on white males working in professional,
managerial, or technical positions.9
Granovetter's explicit incorporation of social structure into labor-matching theory inspired a
sea change in the way job finding was understood. Not only did he expand the discussion to
include white-collar workers as well as blue, but he found evidence that personal networks, often
used as a way to get job information, were not all alike. More expansive, diverse networks bridge
gaps between groups and provide better access to both influence and information, helping to
explain job seekers' eventual outcomes. Coming in the early 1970s when recession conditions
made job finding difficult, it was only reasonable to dissect the process in the hopes of
improving efficiency and outcomes for both employers and workers. Studying network
morphology, its form and content, provided important clues to some job seekers' successful
outcomes.
Personal contact use is particularly high among the least and most educated groups. This
illustrates Granovetter's finding that all networks are not alike. For example, those with less
9 Newton's size and location may have also influenced his findings. Living outside the center city may have
distanced respondents from walk-in opportunities and casual access to employment. Institutions for placing white-
collar workers such as those in Granovetter's sample were also not as developed as they are today.
education and lower occupational status are more likely to use friends and relatives to find work.
That work is likely to be in similarly low-status positions. Granovetter and others (Burt 2000;
Lin and Dumin 1986) have found that the closer the personal contact, the more likely it is that
the contact will have job information similar to your own. More distant contacts such as
acquaintances or those spanning the gaps between networks are more likely to have new and
different labor market information. Such weak ties have been identified as the most promising
way to command higher wages (Granovetter 1974; Lin and Dumin 1986). But is this true for
everyone?
While networks are the most common means of job finding overall, the use and importance
of various job-finding methods differs across different racial, ethnic, and educational groups, and
may also differ from place to place. Before extending Granovetter's framework to include places
and groups other than those he studied, it makes sense to ask if it applies in areas different from
that originally studied.
Social ties can also vary in terms of function. Briggs's (1998) categorization of ties that
provide either support or leverage is an updated approach to Granovetter's close and weak ties.
What sort of individual has ties providing bridges to employment? Study participants with at
least one steadily-employed adult network member reported much higher levels of perceived
leverage. If such leverage does have an effect on access to employment information, individuals
with employed ties should find work through those ties at higher rates, and may also receive
more direct assistance from those ties than other job seekers.
Gender also has an impact on networks. Women's networks tend to be both smaller and more
closely-knit. They also tend to be less spatially dispersed than men's networks (Hanson and Pratt
1995). These characteristics have implications for networks' job finding usefulness. While
women's networks tend to provide gender-segregated job information (Drentea 1998; Hanson
and Pratt 1995), they can also help women find work that suits their needs in terms of proximity
to the home and childcare (Gilbert 1998). Women's economic status also influences their use of
ties. Chapple's study of 92 San Francisco women on welfare found that they "rely
disproportionately on social contacts to find jobs, seek to minimize commutes, and lack the
educational attainment that would help them penetrate the regional labor market" (2001). One
study of women working as housecleaners in California found that networks were the primary
way to find work (Mattingly 1999). The importance of those networks for access to employment
information also encouraged the spatial clustering of these workers residences. Johnson et al.
also found that weak ties were more important in explaining LA women's labor-force
participation than cultural variables (Johnson, Bienenstock, and Farrell 1999).
Much of the interest in social networks and the capital they convey is based on the hope that
this type of exchange will help resolve labor market problems. Research on social networks,
often centered on attitudes and behavior (Lee, Campbell, and Miller 1991; Marsden 1987), is
more recently paying attention to their impact on outcomes, particularly in the labor market.
While this shift provides an intuitively appealing approach to job-matching issues, empirical
evidence on the roles of networks and how they may vary is limited. Work focused on how these
connections play out in a given place is even less common.
Networks, Neighborhoods and Employment
What is known about neighborhoods' relationship to networks and their employment
outcomes? Several variables are thought to influence network strength, including neighborhood
poverty and employment rates, racial composition, homeownership rates, education levels, and
housing mix. Evidence on the importance of "neighborhood effects"'0 on outcomes is mixed
(Jencks and Mayer 1990), but some studies have found that high poverty rates and a lack of
affluent or well-educated neighbors influence social and economic outcomes for residents (Crane
1991; Ellen and Turner 1997; Jencks and Mayer 1990). Studies using a variety of methods and
data have found differences in network strength and effectiveness by neighborhood poverty level
(O'Regan 1993; Tigges, Browne, and Green 1998) and by racial composition (Greenbaum and
Greenbaum 1985; MacLeod 1987).
Network structure differs by race, ethnicity and gender (Hanson and Pratt 1995; Melendez
and Falc6n 1999), and the composition of an individual's network is also associated with labor
market outcomes. Greater numbers of employed network members are related to higher levels of
employment and job finding through contacts (Smith 1998). Group status may also have an
effect on network composition, as found in Oliver's (1988) study of African Americans in three
class-differentiated neighborhoods in Los Angeles. Residents of poorer areas were part of active
networks, but those networks were more likely to be composed of kin and neighbors than were
those of residents of better-off places.
Persistent inner-city poverty and the difficulties faced by job seekers in those areas have
encouraged the popularity of residential mobility programs (e.g., the Gautreaux program in
Chicago and the national experiment Moving to Opportunity). Destination neighborhoods tend to
be predominately white, suburban, and middle income, seeming to provide the networks and
opportunities missing from poor minority areas. While movers to these neighborhoods have
experienced employment increases, the mechanisms behind this improvement remain unclear
(Goering et al. 1999; Rosenbaum and Popkin 1991). Researchers, while cautious, point to
10 This refers to the effect of residential location on resident outcomes.
networks as a potential explanation for this success, and for the continued employment problems
of those in poor minority neighborhoods.
Unfortunately, it has been difficult to establish the mechanisms through which residence in
better-off neighborhoods transfers benefits to poor minorities who live there. Studies have
highlighted the benefits of knowing people who are generally different from yourself in terms of
socioeconomic characteristics and are more better placed economically (Burt 1998; Crane 1991;
Lin and Dumin 1986). There is also some evidence that proximity may not influence network
ties as much as has been expected. Evidence from the Yonkers mobility program showed that
youth who moved to lower-poverty areas were no more likely to report access to good sources of
job information than were those who stayed in higher-poverty neighborhoods (Briggs 1998).
Relatively little research has asked about city-to-city variation in social networks and job
search (Green, Tigges, and Diaz 1996). Meldndez and Falc6n (1999) found inter-city differences
in job-search methods and outcomes, but did not use spatial variables to elaborate these
differences by race/ethnicity, gender or occupation. Briggs' (1998) discussion of the network
literature found that most research has been limited to a single city, occupation or gender. Place-
based factors may mediate interaction by bringing people closer together, or by indicating
investment in the social and physical development of the neighborhood.
Big Cities, Bad Places
The impact of increasing urbanization on social relations has been the subject of social
research for decades, and much of this discussion has focused on the psychological well-being of
urban dwellers. In perhaps the most-cited work on this issue, Louis Wirth expressed a belief he
shared with Durkheim, T6ennies, Simmel, and Weber (Sampson 1999). In his classic essay on
the negative effects of urbanization, Wirth argued that "wherever large numbers of differentially
constituted individuals congregate, the process of depersonalization also enters.... the larger the
city, the more this specific characteristic of urbanism is apparent" (2000 [1938], 102). Wirth's
conception of urbanization used population size, density, and social heterogeneity as the
indicators of what he termed the "urban way of life." The underlying concern in this literature
was that traditional networks found in small towns would break down in the face of increasing
industrialization and urbanization (Sampson 1999, 244).
By the 1970s researchers had conducted in-depth studies of urban communities, and found
more social interaction than Wirth had predicted. In The Urban Villagers, for example, Herbert
Gans argued that people tend to maintain their cultures and personalities rather than changing as
a result of city life (Gans 1982). Whyte's study of Italians in Boston's North End found an intact
community with an intricate network of social ties that belied Wirth's predictions of social
disintegration (Whyte 1955). Carol Stack also found dense networks and strong local identity in
poor minority households in the inner city (Stack 1974). In summarizing the findings of these
and others, Barry Wellman argued that community, far from disappearing, had in fact been
"saved" by urban residents (Wellman 1979). Claude Fischer also rejected Wirth's basic premise,
and argued that not only were networks alive and well in cities but that networks varied little by
levels of urbanization (Fischer 1982).
These later studies did not find the depths of depravity Wirth feared, and largely de-
emphasized the "decline of community" hypothesis (Wellman 1979; Wellman and Leighton
1978) that predicted a negative impact of urbanization on social interaction. Most community
studies literature focuses on the level of interaction or psychological effects of living in cities.
Researchers have only recently extended this approach to include the links between networks
and jobs in urban areas.
The Spatial Mismatch
[The] spatial-mismatch hypothesis rests on two assumptions. The first is
that residents of inner-city high-poverty neighborhoods have fewer job
opportunities available to them than do residents of other neighborhoods.
The second is that this mismatch negatively affects employment outcomes.
- Carlson and Theodore (1997)
The inclusion of space in this study of job finding requires an expanded discussion of the
spatial mismatch hypothesis. First we must ask how the relationship between individuals and
employment may be directly influenced by space. Second, we look more closely at the indirect
means by which this relationship may change, through the influence of space on the development
of social networks.
In the 1960s John Kain observed the exodus of employers from city to suburban locations,
and the inability of some groups (blacks in particular) to follow due to discrimination or
transportation constraints. He hypothesized (1968) that this "mismatch" between employer and
worker location was responsible for rising urban unemployment and wage disparities between
urban and suburban workers. At a time when "white flight" from increasingly minority cities was
growing, the idea made intuitive sense.
Mobility is one of the defining attributes of American life. The ability to move from place to
place is part of what makes America so appealing. In theory at least, freedom of movement
translates into economic and social freedom, the chance to reinvent one's self despite the past.
The idea of the spatial mismatch fits nicely into this tradition by envisioning a labor market in
which opportunity has moved on to the next town, across the suburban border, if it could only be
reached. The question is, is it true?
There have been a number of reviews of the spatial mismatch hypothesis (Holzer 1991;
Ihlanfeldt 1992; Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist 1998; Jencks and Mayer 1990; Kain 1992; Moss and
Tilly 1991; Wheeler 1990). Jencks and Mayer's assessment of the mismatch evidence was that it
was mixed at best (1990). Kain conducted a comprehensive thirty-year review of the literature he
helped establish (1992), and found strong evidence of mismatch. More recently, Ihlandfeldt and
Sjoquist's review (1998) concluded that there is evidence to support the existence of a mismatch
as it concerns lower-skilled inner-city black workers. While the evidence is mixed for spatial
mismatch's impact on wages, it is clearer on employment rates. Levels of black employment in
suburban businesses were significantly impacted by access to transportation and distance from
the central business district.
William Julius Wilson presented one version of this problem in his study of the Chicago
"underclass" (1987; 1996). His research focuses on residents of very high-poverty
neighborhoods (40% or greater) and represents an extreme example of poverty and segregation,
but the lack of jobs in these neighborhoods, and residents' inability to access jobs elsewhere, is
striking. Wilson points to several factors to explain the low levels of employment in these
Chicago neighborhoods. The shift from industrial to service sector employment as the primary
provider of jobs for low-skilled workers, the deindustrialization of cities, and a spatial mismatch
in which jobs moved to the suburbs and transportation cost (in terms of time, money, and access)
kept residents from those jobs.
The presence of neighborhood businesses, employed neighbors, good schools, and
employment counselors may have direct impacts on job search by constraining the types of jobs
and search resources immediately available to residents, but they can also be seen as part of the
context in which social interaction takes place, such as that between network members (Giddens
1979).
Wilson argues that social, more than strictly spatial isolation is at the root of employment
problems for residents of these very high-poverty neighborhoods. This social isolation
hypothesis rests on the assumption that there is a link between neighborhood characteristics and
resident networks (Fernandez and Harris 1992; Pastor Jr. and Adams 1996; Tigges, Browne, and
Green 1998; Wilson 1987). There has been some research that asks specifically if networks vary
by neighborhood. Research has found that while social networks are not limited to individuals'
neighborhoods, neighbors do form significant parts of networks and do account for the majority
of individuals' contacts (Wellman 1996)."1 The characteristics of neighborhood contacts are in
turn related to gender, race, and economic status. Women, people who are employed, and people
whose race matches that of their neighbors are more likely to have and maintain local contacts
(Campbell and Lee 1990; Campbell and Lee 1992; Lee, Campbell, and Miller 1991). Daily
interaction within economic spaces informs an individual's understanding of both labor market
and available opportunities. In this respect, neighborhood becomes even more important to
unemployed residents who may not have work-based networks to draw upon.
Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist (1998) join those who suggest that mismatch effects may be the result
of an information as well as physical gap. Others have gone further, claiming that space has little
to do with some cases of urban underemployment. In some places, employment segregation or
ethnic niches can counteract the friction of distance, create links between employers and distant
labor sources, or prevent job seekers from entering labor markets close to their residences
(Lieberson 1980; Waldinger 1995). Hanson and Pratt's Worcester study (1995) discovered both
spatially-based networks and employers who established links with certain communities
regardless of distance. Kasinitz and Rosenberg's study of one Brooklyn neighborhood (1996)
" Although as Tienda (1991) says, "proximity does not a neighbor make."
asked why local African Americans were not being hired for nearby blue-collar positions, despite
availability and appropriate skill levels. In this case employers hired almost exclusively via
employee networks that consistently excluded locals. Racist and "placist" attitudes among local
employers signaled their unwillingness to expand their hiring pool to locals out of prejudice
against both individuals and the neighborhood, despite easy access. As Granovetter concludes,
the "implication is that spatial matching of jobs to prospective workers is only a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for employment" (1995, 171).
Debate over the relative importance of such a mismatch for wage and employment outcomes
has been ongoing. For the purposes of this study, the most significant result of this debate is the
interplay of social and spatial factors in labor market outcomes. Research on both social
networks and spatial mismatch provides entry into the investigation of place-based labor
matching. For our purposes, the finding that space plays a role in outcomes is significant, as is
the result that gender and race can change the way that space is related to employment outcomes.
SUMMARY
Clarification of the labor-matching process is immediately relevant for a number of reasons.
At the national level, welfare reform is only one example of the emphasis now placed on self-
sufficiency for the poor. The push to reduce government sources of support in favor of labor-
force participation is also evident in housing and broader labor policies. While the significance
of networks in labor matching has been noted for decades (Granovetter 1974; Rees and Shultz
1970), our understanding of how networks benefit job seekers is incomplete. Studies on job
finding distinguish between formal methods such as intermediaries (Harrison and Weiss 1998)
and informal means such as personal contacts and walk-ins (Granovetter 1974; Holzer 1996), but
parts of the process remain unclear. Due to the lack of evidence on networks and neighborhoods,
research on networks or on neighborhood effects has been extrapolated to employment issues
(Briggs 1997; Case and Katz 1991; Crane 1991; Putnam 1996; Tigges, Browne, and Green 1998;
Vartanian 1997). Work with more direct relevance has dealt with a limited range of racial and
gender categories (Granovetter 1974; O'Regan and Quigley 1996; O'Regan and Quigley 1998;
Popkin, Rosenbaum, and Meaden 1993; Rosenbaum 1995), and these studies are driving national
policy decisions - is it appropriate to generalize from the results of these studies to national-level
theory and policy? Given the local nature of many current social policies, surprisingly little is
known about employment policies' interactions with local contexts.
This study adds to the literature on job search by investigating the process of job finding
using recent survey data, and asking whether the results support or extend what is already
known. In particular, comparative data from two such geographically different cities as Boston
and Los Angeles shed light on the potential diversity of job finding experiences. The current
challenge is to better understand the links between residents' networks, economic opportunity,
and location. The next chapters examine how job finding has changed since Granovetter, and
whether those changes affect job finders' employment outcomes.
CHAPTER 3: DIFFERENCES IN JOB-FINDING METHODS
The point of cities is multiplicity of choice...
- Jane Jacobs
How do people actually find work? Labor markets are vast systems governed by complex
sets of rules that have yet to be fully understood. Are the rules still the same as those Granovetter
found in his research? And are these rules the same regardless of location?
UPDATING GRANOVETTER
Three decades ago Mark Granovetter's study of job-finding (1974) changed the way many
people thought about labor markets. Rather than a simple meeting place for buyers and sellers of
labor, the "market" itself was seen as a social arena where who you knew, and who they knew,
could make all the difference in finding work. Granovetter found that connections to people not
seen frequently (who were therefore holders of new information) allowed job seekers to cover
more social distance and be more successful in the labor market. He explained his finding that
weak ties worked better for job seekers with the thesis that such far-flung contacts were more
likely than close ties to have information that the job seeker did not already know.
Granovetter's study surveyed white male professional workers, and much of the work built
on his research compares his findings to other racial, gender, and occupational groups. Policy
research in this area attempts to bridge the gap between a given group's behavior and that of
Granovetter's sample. Given the undeniable influence of Granovetter's research, it makes sense
to ask whether the job-search strategies he highlighted still work today. Within this single broad
question, we can identify three specific questions:
. Granovetter studied white male professionals in the Boston metropolitan area. Do his
findings on the importance of personal contacts hold for a similar group today?
. Do Granovetter's findings on weak ties hold for groups other than white male
professionals?
. Most important for purposes of this thesis, do Granovetter's findings hold in cities whose
spatial structure is very different from Boston's relatively compact geography?
The U.S. labor market has less lifetime employment, more temporary positions, and greater
employee mobility than it did in the 1970s (Osterman 1999); has job finding changed in
response? If weak ties no longer play as important a role in information gathering, what has
taken their place?
This study uses the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality (MCSUI) data set to answer these
questions. Table 3 summarizes job-finding behavior for two samples. The left-hand column
reports job-finding behavior for the 282 individuals in Granovetter's original study. The right-
hand column reports job-finding for that part of the MCSUI sample that most closely resembles
Granovetter's original sample - 177 white males in professional, managerial or other white-
collar occupations from the Boston metropolitan area who found new jobs within the previous
five years.
Table 3: Job-Finding Methods for PTM Workers in Granovetter and MCSUI
Granovetter MCSUI
Personal Contacts 56% 37%
All Other Methods 44% 63%
N 282 177
Granovetter's sample, like those in earlier studies, found work through personal contacts the
majority of the time.' 2 Twenty years later, only a third of MCSUI respondents did so (see Table
3). The other two-thirds found work through newspapers, help-wanted signs, agencies, sending
resumes, and other non-contact methods.' 3 Granovetter's findings support the idea that "It's not
what you know but who you know," as the saying goes. Table 3 suggests that this adage may not
be as applicable as it was in the past.
It is possible that job-finding patterns have changed only for individuals who look most like
those in Granovetter's survey. What happens when other cities and groups are added to this
equation? Expanding the sample beyond single-location white-collar males provides a way to
discuss the broader applicability of the job-search model under spatially and socially diverse
conditions. Using MCSUI, it turns out that what we think we know about job finding doesn't
always hold up to a change of venue.
GEOGRAPHY MATTERS
A central question in this study is whether location affects the ways in which people look for
work, and how job-finding differences influence employment outcomes. Chapter One introduced
differences in job-finding methods between Los Angeles and Boston. The majority of all MCSUI
respondents studied here found their most recent job through networks, most of whom were
friends and relatives. If these numbers are broken down by city, however, Boston looks very
different from Los Angeles (Table 4). As introduced in Chapter One, job finders in LA are much
more likely to have found work using contacts than those in Boston, who use newspapers and
12 Job-finding methods are categorized differently in each survey, but it is possible to compare results by "personal
contacts" and "all other methods."
13 Of Granovetter's respondents who used contacts, "31.4 percent indicated that the contact was a family or social
one; 68.7 percent named a work contact" (Granovetter 1974, 41-2).
Other means 60% of the time. We can also say that these city effects remain significant after
accounting for differences in job finders' backgrounds.14
Table 4: Differences in Job-Finding Methods by City
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other Means
LA 53% 8% 18% 21%
BOSTON 33% 7% 26% 34%
N=2562. Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error.
What theories help explain the connection between geography and job finding? Louis Wirth
(2000 [1938]) believed that social networks, one of the primary methods of job finding, suffer in
big cities, that the depersonalizing effects of cities with large, dense, and diverse populations
(discussed in Chapter Two) contribute to the breakdown of individual networks. If Wirth is right,
MCSUI respondents living in (very large and diverse) Los Angeles will have smaller networks
and be less likely to use contacts to find work than those in Boston. Wilson's work on the
isolating effects of poverty and segregation (1987; 1996) suggests similarities, not differences,
across cities. Wilson supports Wirth's general proposition that there are social costs to certain
kinds of urban environments, and extends the idea to include the economic as well as social
consequences to these differences. 5 If Wilson's work applies to MCSUI, job finders in
neighborhoods with higher poverty levels will be less likely to find work through personal
contacts.
Wirth's theory is not universally shared. Challengers of Wirth's view (Gans (1982), Jacobs
(1961), and Fischer (1982), for example) argue that people do maintain networks in large cities
by operating within smaller neighborhoods. Such networks may remain as vital to the job-search
" This claim will be substantiated in the following analyses.
15 There is also complementary evidence that living among educated, employed people has a positive effect on
outcomes (Rosenbaum 1995).
process as these authors believe they are for the general health of the urban community. If this is
the case for MCSUI respondents, network size and composition should be similar in Boston and
LA, and there should be little variation in network effects on method use by city.
A priori, differences in urbanization and form might work not only through networks but
through the other means by which residents navigate the labor market. As discussed in Chapter
Two, mobility has been associated with employment outcomes in other studies. Differences in
car access or other aspects of mobility may help explain city differences in job finding.
Expansive environments also require another sort of access, in this case information filtering;
social networks may fill this role.
O'Regan and Quigley's research asserts that "youth living in urban areas in which they have
less residential contact with whites or the non-poor are less likely to be employed.... Results
suggest that the overall effects of space on employment outcomes are substantial, explaining 10-
40 percent of the observed racial differences in employment in four urban areas examined"
(1998). Briggs (1998) also found that "[a]dding just one steadily employed adult to an
adolescent's circle of significant ties has dramatic effects on perceived access" to opportunity-
enhancing contacts. If network characteristics, neighborhood poverty levels, or similar factors
vary by city, they could explain any city effect on wages.
Inter-city differences could also product of population differences. Almost half of MCSUI's
LA job finders are Latino, over a third white, 11% African American, and 5% Asian (see Table
5). In contrast, most of Boston's job finders are white (82%), and only 5% are Latino. If different
groups search for work in different ways, and those groups are in turn disproportionately
distributed across cities, we would expect city differences in job finding to decrease when race
and ethnicity are controlled.
Table 5: Racial and Ethnic Groups by City
LA Boston
WHITE 38% 82%
BLACK 11% 7%
ASIAN 5% 6%
HISPANIC 46% 5%
N=2562. Columns total 100.
The remainder of this chapter details how MCSUI job seekers find work and why. After
introducing the job finders in more detail, we establish the existence of a fairly strong city effect
on method use and the extent to which it is due to background and neighborhood characteristics,
mobility, and social networks. Based on models of the job-finding process, it also argues for an
alternative to current views of labor matching.
MAKING THE CONNECTION
Changes in labor matching since Granovetter's time can be broken down into three
dimensions, previously discussed as the who-what-where of job finding. By asking who these
job finders are, what methods they use to look for work, and where this process takes place, it is
possible to combine both social and spatial dimensions of labor matching. This approach
provides the flexibility necessary to discuss a range of variables affecting respondents'
outcomes. The first step is to understand who is being discussed in this study, and how these
individuals differ from those in the earlier research. Once the job finders are introduced, it is
useful to know what methods they use to look for work, and to ask if job search methods
influence how they find work. Where job finders look for work and the impact of location on the
methods used will be discussed. The remainder of the chapter details the effects of individual
characteristics, social networks, city, mobility, and neighborhood on job finding methods using
regression analyses.
All the Whos in Whoville 16
Granovetter's study was intentionally limited to a narrow subset of job seekers. The MCSUI
dataset allows for a much more comprehensive look at job finding across gender, race, and
occupational groups, as well as by place. But who exactly is included, and how do these
differences influence their employment outcomes? This section examines the distribution and
effects of individual characteristics on job finders' method use.
Previous research (discussed in Chapter Two) suggests that a number of variables linked to
labor-market outcomes should influence job finding. Gender, race and ethnicity, education,
occupation, neighborhood poverty, mobility, and network ties have all been associated with
differences in employment success. How is the MCSUI sample distributed along these
dimensions?
Most MCSUI job finders are in their thirties, hold a high school degree or have some college
education, earn an average of approximately $11 dollars per hour, and have two other people in
their social networks (see Table 6). Almost one in two found their last job through close ties, one
in twelve through weak ties, one in five through newspapers and one in four through Other
means. Two-thirds of the sample lives in LA, a third in Boston. Boston job seekers tend to be
better off economically than those in LA, are more likely to have a college education, and to earn
more.
16 With credit to Theodor Geisel.
Table 6: Profile of MCSUI Job Finders
Gender
Men 53%
Women 47%
Job-Finding Method
Close Ties 47%
Weak Ties 8%
Newspapers 21%
All Other 25%
City
Los Angeles 68%
Boston 32%
Race/Ethnicity
White 52%
Black 10%
Asian 5%
Hispanic 33%
Age (Mean) 34.5
Years of Education (Mean) 13
HS or Less 43%
Some College 24%
College or Above 33%
Occupation
Professional and Managerial Workers 29%
Other White Collar Workers 31%
Service Workers 15%
Blue Collar Workers 25%
Hourly Wage (Mean) $11.14
Car Available for Search 82%
Areas Searched (Mean) 2.85
Neighborhood Poverty Rate (Mean) 14%
Member of a Social/Professional Group 56%
Working at Time of Survey 80%
Number In Social Network (Mean) 2.10
Percent With Neighbors In Network 42%
Percent With More Than HS Members In Network 53%
N 2561
MCSUI intentionally oversampled minorities to ensure a reasonable distribution of non-white
respondents. Overall, half of the job finders in both cities are white. Another third are Hispanic, a
tenth African American, and one twentieth Asian. Despite the mix of races and ethnicities, it
should come as no surprise that the LA sample includes more Hispanics than the Boston sample,
or that more than 80% of the Boston sample is white. Whether and how these patterns of
population distribution influence labor-matching outcomes will be discussed later in this chapter
and the next.
Job seekers in both LA and Boston were most likely to have a high-school degree (35% and
35.7% respectively). The second-most common educational level for these two groups illustrates
differences between the cities, however, as 24% of LA job seekers had less than a high school
degree, and 26.8% of Boston job seekers had a Bachelor's degree (and 19% had Master's
degrees).
Almost a third of respondents studied are professional and managerial white-collar workers,
similar in most respects (except gender) to Granovetter's original sample. Another third work as
"other white collar" employees, which includes scientists, teachers, nurses, and technicians,
among others. Fifteen percent were service workers. The remaining 25% are in blue-collar
occupations such as crafts, machine operation, and labor.
Neighborhood and mobility variables are thought to influence the availability and cost of job
search methods. Four out of five MCSUI job finders had access to a car during their job search,
suggesting that most respondents were not limited by their ability to travel within the city. The
average tract-level poverty rate at the time of the survey was 14%.
The social capital approach to labor matching emphasizes contact characteristics as well as
those of the job finder. The average number of contacts in MCSUI respondent networks is just
over two. Fewer than half reported that any of these contacts were neighbors. One in two had ties
with at least one person who had gone beyond a high-school education. Just over half of job
finders are members of a social or professional group (this includes everything from a church to
the PTA to occupation-specific organizations).
Hispanic job finders in MCSUI reported smaller networks than the overall sample average
and were less likely to have at least one network tie with education beyond high school. They
were just as likely to count at least one neighbor in their network and to be a member of a social
group as the average job finder. If social networks are important contributors to job search in
MCSUI, Hispanics' limited social networks combined with their concentration in Los Angeles
provide a potential source of LA-Boston differences. This point will be discussed further below.
Table 7: Job Finders' Network Characteristics (Means)
All MCSUI Job Finders Hispanic Job Finders
Number in Social Network 2.10 1.71
Neighbors in Network? .42 .43
Any Network Member College Educated? .53 .24
Group Member? .56 .46
N -2550 847
Looking for Work
Do Boston and LA job seekers find work in different ways because they use different
methods to search for their jobs? If Los Angeles residents ignored agencies while investing their
energy in friends and relatives during job search, it would help explain city differences in how
people connect with employers. It could also point to potentially underutilized sources of job
information for these respondents.
Table 8: Breakdown of Job Search Strategies by Category, for all MCSUI Cities1
Detroit Atlanta Los Angeles Boston Total (N)
Personal Contacts 68.33 (723) 75.57 (663) 82.93 (1951) 75.47 (901) 77.7% (4238)
Agencies 28.53 (701) 46.02 (654) 42.49 (1951) 45.32 (898) 41.32% (4204)
Misc. Methods 84.15 (732) 88.79 (678) 88.42 (1952) 92.43 (911) 88.60% (4273)
Questions were asked of individuals who had looked for work in the previous 5 years and were not retired.
Table 8 lays out the methods MCSUI respondents reported using during their most recent job
search. Detroit and Atlanta are included as additional points of reference. The thirteen possible
methods reported have been categorized in terms of personal contacts, agencies, and Other
methods. While there is some variation by city, it is less than that shown by successful methods.
The overall pattern is the same across cities; miscellaneous other methods were used most often,
followed by personal contacts and agencies.
A closer look at search methods in Boston and Los Angeles shows several unexpected twists.
Table 9 shows that, despite LA's size, both men and women in LA were more likely to have
talked to friends than job seekers in Boston. This finding runs counter to Wirth's (2000 [1938])
model of large cities' negative impacts on personal networks. Women were also more likely to
have talked to relatives in LA than Boston. By contrast, LA residents didn't search newspaper
ads as often as Boston seekers, and (surprising in a city as pedestrian unfriendly as LA) applied
directly by answering help-wanted signs or just walking in off the street. The city difference in
newspaper use may also result from lower levels of English proficiency for LA job seekers. The
effect of English skills on method use will be tested in the analyses that follow.
17 Atlanta and Detroit are included for purposes of comparison. "Personal contacts" include friends and relatives,
"agencies" are unions, state employment agencies, school placement officers, temporary agencies, private
employment services, and "miscellaneous" means include newspaper ads, help-wanted signs, walk-ins, sending a
rdsume or calling the employer, or other (Detroit only).
Table 9: Job Search Strategies by Gender in Boston and Los Angeles
MALE FEMALE
LA BOSTON Total LA BOSTON Total
Talked to Friends 84% 79% 83% 74% 58% 69%
Talked to Relatives 56% 57% 56% 49% 34% 44%
Newspaper Ads 66% 80% 70% 66% 75% 69%
Labor Union 6% 7% 7% 3% 1% 2%
State Employment Agency 19% 24% 20% 13% 16% 14%
School Placement 10% 24% 14% 10% 9% 10%
Help Wanted Signs 31% 26% 30% 31% 23% 29%
Temp Agency 16% 13% 15% 23% 10% 19%
Private Employment Service 16% 22% 18% 14% 18% 15%
Walk-In Application 54% 43% 51% 50% 43% 47%
Sent Resume or Called 53% 79% 61% 49% 55% 51%
-N 935 417 1350 819 383 1202
* Ns vary slightly from row to row; approximate N given.
Most respondents reported using more than one method; the number reported includes all
those who answered the specific question. The top five methods are the same for men and
women, Boston and Los Angeles. Personal contacts, newspapers, and direct application were the
most commonly-cited search methods. Labor unions are consistently the least used method.
"Other" means include methods of direct contact and intermediaries, and are more likely to
be used by men than women regardless of location. It seems that men were also more likely to
use more methods during their job search. For approximately half of the methods, more of the
men surveyed said they had used a given method than women. The only method women were
more likely to use at rates higher than men was temp agencies, and that only in LA.
Higher levels of contact use in LA persist even after dividing the sample by education levels
(Table 10). Job seekers with more than a high-school degree looked for work through newspaper
ads, school placement agencies, employment services, and direct (but not walk-in) application
more often than those with less schooling. Some of the puzzling findings discussed above are
------------ 
clarified here. Job seekers using walk-in applications or help-wanted signs were more likely to
be less-educated workers, but these methods were also used more in LA by those with higher
educational attainment. This suggests that the use of these methods in LA is not the result of
people with low educational levels and car access being spatially constrained to search for work
in their immediate neighborhood. Rather, contacts tend to be used more by LA job seekers with
the most options, which supports the hypothesis that networks function as a tool to prioritize
labor-market opportunities. Job seekers with the fewest resources and smallest networks (such as
Hispanics) are in a double bind; they are forced to rely on networks whose similarly-limited
resources make them unlikely to lead to better jobs.
Table 10: Job-Search Strategies by Education in Boston and Los Angeles
HS Degree or Less More than a HS degree
LA BOSTON Total LA BOSTON Total
Talked to Friends 78% 62% 74% 81% 76% 79%
Talked to Relatives 57% 45% 54% 45% 48% 46%
Newspaper Ads 64% 74% 66% 69% 81% 73%
Labor Union 5% 6% 5% 5% 2% 4%
State Employment Agency 13% 30% 18% 20% 11% 17%
School Placement 6% 11% 7% 17% 22% 19%
Help Wanted Signs 36% 36% 36% 25% 15% 21%
Temp Agency 16% 13% 16% 24% 10% 18%
Private Employment Service 9% 10% 9% 25% 29% 26%
Walk-In Application 58% 60% 59% 43% 26% 37%
Sent Resume or Called 38% 54% 42% 70% 79% 73%
-N 1048 386 1434 706 417 1123
* Ns vary slightly from row to row; approximate N given.
Also, in terms of in the search methods used, there is little difference between all job seekers
and those who actually found work (see Table 11). Personal contacts, newspapers, and direct
application were the most popular methods. Intermediary organizations such as temp agencies
and unions were used far less often. The fact that most people who looked for work found it
accounts for much of this similarity. Had these two groups searched for work differently, the
final data for job finding might have been skewed in favor of one method or another. As it is, the
groups are within a percentage point of each other for all search methods.
Table 11: Comparing Search Methods for Job Seekers and Job Finders
Search Methods Job Seekers Job-Finders
Talked to Relatives 50% 51%
Talked to Friends 76% 76%
Newspaper Ads 69% 70%
Labor Union 5% 5%
State Employment Agency 17% 17%
School Placement 12% 12%
Help Wanted Signs 30% 29%
Temp Agency 17% 17%
Private Employment Service 16% 17%
Walk-In Application 50% 49%
Sent Resume or Called 56% 56%
-N 2820 2550
*Other race removed. Ns vary slightly from row to row; approximate N given.
Job seekers in Boston and Los Angeles looked for work in ways that are relatively similar to
one another, given the sizable differences in the methods that were actually successful. The
difference in methods that work cannot be explained fully as a result of search methods used.
Here and There
Based on the results presented in Chapter One, it is clear that where job finders live is related
to the use of job-finding methods. As discussed earlier, personal contacts are used much more
frequently to find work in LA than in Boston. In fact, job-finding patterns in LA more closely
resemble those in Granovetter's study than do those in Boston. Two-thirds of job finders in LA
used personal contacts to find work, similar to that of Granovetter's sample (Table 3), although
job finders in LA were more likely to have found work through close ties. Only two-fifths of
those in Boston used these methods (Table 12).
Table 12: Method Used for Job Finding
CITY
Los Angeles Boston Total
Friends and Relatives 53% 33% 47%
Acquaintances 8% 7% 8%
Newspapers 18% 26% 21%
Other Methods 21% 34% 25%
Total 1753 809 2562
Half of LA respondents found work through strong ties, while only a third of Boston's
respondents did so. 18 Weak ties (i.e. acquaintances) were used at similar rates in both cities.
Newspapers and Other means of finding work were much more prevalent in Boston than in LA.
One in three Boston job finders found work through Other means. Only one in five LA
respondents found work through such methods.
In Chapter Two, the possibility that city differences operate through job finders' networks
was raised as an explanation for job-finding variation in these two cities. If this is the case, there
should be variation in network composition even after controlling for gender and education. City
differences may also work through access, mobility, and language skills.
Table 13: City Differences in Networks, Car Access, and English Proficiency (Variable Means*)
Men Women
HS or Less More than HS HS or Less More than HS
LA Boston LA Boston LA Boston LA Boston
Number in Social Network 1.66 2.17 2.34 2.35 1.95 2.36 2.38 2.43
Neighbors in Network? 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.33 0.43 0.50 0.46 0.43
Any Network Member College Educated? 0.27 0.52 0.73 0.79 0.37 0.55 0.77 0.88
Car Access During Search? 0.77 0.84 0.89 0.92 0.69 0.85 0.87 0.88
Spoken English Proficiency 3.88 4.69 4.77 4.89 3.86 4.87 4.71 4.94
* Social network size ranges between 0 and 3, neighbors in network, college educated in network and car access from 0 to 1 (with 1
= yes), and English proficiency varies from 1 to 5, with 5 = fluent speaker.
18 This gap may reflect the larger proportion of Latinos in LA, who are more likely to use strong ties when searching
for jobs (Meldndez and Falc6n 1999).
These variables - network characteristics, car access, and English proficiency - are broken
down by gender and education in Table 13. City differences persist after controlling for gender
and education, but are more pronounced for those with a high-school education or less. Men in
LA with a high-school degree or less have the smallest networks among job finders (mean =
1.66). Boston women with higher education have the largest networks on average (2.43). LA
respondents' smaller networks not only constrain their immediate resources when it comes to job
finding, but also reduce the number of network members available to act as bridges to weak ties.
Women, particularly less-educated Boston residents, are more likely to have at least one
neighbor in their network. Boston job finders are also more likely to have at least one college-
educated contact. Car access is slightly lower for LA residents, which may reflect the lower
economic status of respondents in that city. LA's ethnic diversity is reflected in its job finders'
lower levels of English proficiency, especially for those with a high-school education or less. Not
having a car or English skills would also increase respondents' dependence on close ties as
opposed to more direct methods. The extent to which network, mobility, and background
characteristics such as language account for city differences in job finding will be discussed
below.
A Tale of Two Cities"
In order to understand how job finding varies by location, it is helpful to modify the
traditional labor-matching question "How do people find work?" This section asks how city
influences job finding, or "Whose methods work where?" This problem is addressed through a
'9 With credit to Charles Dickens.
series of questions that develop both the social and spatial dimensions of job finding in Boston
and Los Angeles.
Models and Measures
To this point, our discussion of job finding has been based on straightforward cross-
tabulations and frequencies. Crosstabulations show the actual distribution of method use while
providing a broad picture of variable effects. In addition to such tables, understanding the role of
multiple factors on method use demands something more.
Isolating the effect of city on a categorical dependent variable such as method used while
also controlling for other relevant sources of variation requires multinomial logistic regression
(MLR). In this technique, logistic regression is applied to a situation with multiple dependent
variables - in this case, the possible methods through which the last job was found. The model
results are presented either in unadulterated form or after conversion to the probability of finding
work through a given method. Unconverted model coefficients represent the likelihood (in log
odds) that work will be found through a given method when compared to close ties, the omitted
category. For calculated probabilities the parameters represent the likelihood that a person of a
given age, education, or other characteristics found their most recent job using a particular
method in either Boston or Los Angeles.
Results are based on the 256120 respondents who answered questions on how they found their
most recent job. The outcome variable for the MLR model is respondents' job-finding method.
Five types of predictors are included in this analysis: location, background characteristics,
20 As discussed earlier, given the difficulty in interpreting such low numbers (approximately 40), respondents
categorized as "other" race were removed from the analyses. Also, respondents with outlier earnings of more than
$100 per hour were excluded from the sample. The total N varies slightly between analyses due to weighting and
rounding.
mobility, neighborhood characteristics, and social network attributes. The location measure is the
job finder's city of residence. Background characteristics include respondent gender,2 age,
race/ethnicity and spoken English ability, 23 and occupational category.2 4 Based on evidence that
job finding differs by gender and the hypothesis that such differences may be related to labor-
market contexts, this model also includes an interaction term for city and gender. This term
measures whether women, for example, have different job-finding patterns in Boston than they
do in LA. Measures of mobility and isolation during job search include the availability of a car
during the search, the number of city regions covered during the search, and the percent of the
respondents' neighborhood driving alone to work. Neighborhood poverty rates, thought to
influence the flow of information to job seekers, are also included. Networks are gauged by the
number of people in a respondents' network (up to three), whether any member of the
respondent's network was a neighbor (indicating the potential for frequent contact and less new
job information), whether the respondent reported membership in a social, business, or
community group, and whether any network member had post-high school education.
21 There are similar proportions of men and women in Boston and LA and so gender distribution cannot explain the
city effects we see in this study, but gender could have an independent influence on job finding that would be useful
to understand. Gender's hypothesized effect on job finding is based on men and women's different social and
economic experiences. Not only do women tend to have greater responsibility for child rearing and so are more
likely to want a job close to home, but women are also less likely to have access to a car than men. Women also tend
to work in segregated occupations, many of which are also spatially segregated. Women's social contacts, often a
source of job information, are often highly feminized and thus channel segregated employment information. The
result of this is that women generally have networks made up largely of close ties, work close to home, and in
occupations that pay less well than traditionally male jobs (Hanson and Pratt 1995). Income levels, car access,
networks and time available for search may also vary by gender, and all these factors have the potential to influence
not only the type of work respondents find, but also how they find it.
22 As with gender, there is little difference in the distribution of each city's population by age. The mean age of
MCSUI respondents in LA is 34.5 and 34.8 in Boston. As such, age differences alone do not play much of a role in
explaining city differences. Age-method interactions are included in the model based on Granovetter's (1974)
finding that method use changes over the life course.
23 Research has shown the tendency of Hispanics to use networks at higher rates than other racial/ethnic groups, and
there are greater numbers of Hispanics in LA (46% of the city's weighted MCSUI sample) than in Boston (5%).
24 There are more white-collar workers in Boston (69%) than in LA (55%), and fewer service and blue-collar
workers. As close tie use is associated with job finders with lower educational levels and non-white collar
occupations, this distribution could explain city effects.
In earlier sections, we have introduced many of these variables as possible explanations for
the differences in job-finding methods between Boston and Los Angeles. Correspondingly, the
central question in the multinomial model is whether the statistical impact of city (in both
magnitude and statistical significance) persists once these other variables are controlled.
Model results and significance levels are presented in the next series of tables. When all
variables are considered, age, membership in either service or blue-collar occupations, and the
neighborhood poverty rate do not significantly affect the method used to find work (Table 14).
All other variables in the model are significant.
Table 14: Likelihood Ratio Tests
EFFECT CHI-SQUARE SIG.
Intercept 77.991 .000
City 71.888 .000
Gender 23.884 .000
City*Gender 51.183 .000
Black 32.738 .000
Asian 25.526 .000
Hispanic 18.939 .000
Age 5.509 .138
Education (Years) 13.165 .004
English Skills 12.728 .005
White Collar (Non-Managerial) 59.179 .000
Service 5.019 .170
Blue Collar 6.526 .089
Car For Search 29.547 .000
Areas Searched 19.180 .000
Percent of Commuters Driving Alone 20.544 .000
Poverty Rate 1.765 .622
Network Size 30.235 .000
Any Ties Neighbors 14.952 .002
Any Ties With College Education 22.283 .000
Group Member 15.853 .001
df=3
One way to learn more about the role of location in method use is to look at the results in
blocks. Table 15 shows the significance level of each variable as it is added to the model. City is
added alone in the first block, followed by gender, race, age and education, and occupation
variables in the second block. The third block includes mobility measures and neighborhood
poverty, while the fourth block adds networks. As shown in the table, city of residence has a
significant effect on the methods used to find work when used as the only predictor (Block 1,
Table 15), and also retains its significance when the model's other independent variables are
added (Blocks 2 through 4). The city-gender interaction is also significant in all iterations.
Table 15: Significance Tests for Model Variables, by Blocks (Likelihood Ratio Tests)
Blocks (Significance Levels)
1 2 3 4
City 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Gender 0.000 0.000 0.000
City*Gender 0.000 0.000 0.000
Black 0.000 0.000 0.000
Asian 0.000 0.000 0.000
Hispanic 0.000 0.000 0.000
Age 0.002 0.168 0.138
Education (Years) 0.001 0.011 0.004
English Skills 0.000 0.004 0.005
White Collar (Non-Managerial) 0.000 0.000 0.000
Service 0.153 0.126 0.170
Blue Collar 0.087 0.064 0.089
Car For Search 0.000 0.000
Areas Searched 0.001 0.000
Percent of Commuters Driving Alone 0.000 0.000
Poverty Rate 0.546 0.622
Network Size 0.000
Any Ties Neighbors 0.002
Any Ties With College Education 0.000
Group Member 0.001
Pseudo-R2  0.040 0.207 0.242 0.264
Even after controlling for background characteristics city differences remain strong. The
following section discusses city effects in more detail and asks how much of the city difference
is explained by network, mobility, and poverty variables. The conclusion presents an explanation
for the remaining city variation.
Places
What are the effects of city on method use, and what accounts for them? This section uses the
MLR model with MCSUI data to answer these questions. After city's impact is established, each
section is framed through questions that explore the contribution of background characteristics,
networks, neighborhood poverty, and mobility to city effects and to job finders' method use.
How much does city influence job-finding methods?
This study began by hypothesizing that job-finding methods would differ from place to place.
The model results presented above confirm that where a person lives has a significant effect on
how they find work even after controlling for other sources of variation (Table 14).
How much does city matter for method use? Table 16 shows results for the final model with
all variables. The table includes three vectors of coefficient results, one predicting their effect for
each of the three job-finding methods (compared to close ties). For instance, where one lives
helps predict whether job finders use weak ties (coefficient is -5.473 with a .000 significance
level) but not newspapers (significance level of .734).
With city as the sole predictor of method use, the MLR model accounts for .04 of the
variation (pseudo-R2). This is a relatively small percent but does not capture the whole of city's
role. As will be seen in the next section, city has an additional impact through its interaction with
gender.
Table 16: Model Results (df=1)
Job-Finding Method
Weak Ties
Newspapers
Other
Service
Blue Collar
Car For Search
Areas Searched
Commuters Driving Alone (tract %)
Poverty Rate
Network Size
Any Ties Neiqhbors?
Any Ties With College Education?
Group Member
Intercept
City
Gender
City*Gender
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Age
Education (Years)
English Skills
White Collar (Non-Managerial)
Service
Blue Collar
Car For Search
Areas Searched
Commuters Driving Alone (tract %)
Poverty Rate
Network Size
Any Ties Neighbors?
Any Ties With College Education?
Group Member
Intercept
City
Gender
City*Gender
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Age
Education (Years)
English Skills
White Collar (Non-Managerial)
Service
Blue Collar
Car For Search
Areas Searched
Commuters Driving Alone (tract %)
Poverty Rate
Network Size
Any Ties Neighbors?
Any Ties With College Education?
Group Member
Intercept
City
Gender
City*Gender
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Age
Education (Years)
English Skills
White Collar (Non-Manaaerial)
B
-3.849
-5.473
-0.493
3.005
-0.336
-0.541
-1.313
0.014
0.040
0.130
0.113
-0.203
-0.387
1.032
0.168
-0.712
-0.777
0.289
0.168
0.180
0.131
-6.777
0.138
0.312
0.392
1.054
0.897
-0.223
0.013
0.086
0.023
0.657
0.135
0.121
0.924
0.134
2.394
0.104
0.359
-0.452
-0.716
0.309
-3.136
0.846
0.487
-0.114
0.280
-0.660
-0.278
0.004
-0.025
0.285
-0.618
-0.331
-0.352
0.105
0.052
0.839
-0.881
0.085
-0.150
-0.216
0.437
Std. Error
1.339
.970
.220
.530
.334
.545
.330
.009
.047
.164
.216
.311
.319
.347
.053
.889
1.390
.119
.189
.262
.189
.819
.405
.159
.254
.209
.272
.205
.006
.029
.090
.158
.221
.214
.206
.036
.589
.858
.069
.134
.165
.126
.718
.367
.146
.231
.210
.340
.184
.006
.025
.083
.151
.189
.182
.160
.035
.508
.770
.063
.123
.156
.116
Wald
8.270
31.847
4.997
32.121
1.012
.985
15.845
2.389
.717
.624
.275
.428
1.473
8.823
10.040
.642
.312
5.872
.785
.474
.480
68.455
.116
3.856
2.374
25.473
10.882
1.178
4.382
8.797
.063
17.255
.371
.322
20.102
13.736
16.543
.015
27.180
11.346
18.719
5.999
19.089
5.331
11.110
.244
1.787
3.776
2.277
.563
.984
11.878
16.776
3.077
3.725
.430
2.289
2.731
1.309
1.863
1.479
1.902
14.195
Sig.
.004
.000
.025
.000
.315
.321
.000
.122
.397
.430
.600
.513
.225
.003
.002
.423
.576
.015
.376
.491
.489
.000
.734
.050
.123
.000
.001
.278
.036
.003
.801
.000
.542
.570
.000
.000
.000
.903
.000
.001
.000
.014
.000
.021
.001
.622
.181
.052
.131
.453
.321
.001
.000
.079
.054
.512
.130
.098
.253
.172
.224
.168
.000
2.331
1.628
.892
1.323
.517
.757
1.004
.975
1.330
.539
.718
.703
1.111
1.054
2.314
.414
1.089
.861
.806
1.549
Exp(B)
.004
.611
20.192
.715
.582
.269
1.014
1.040
1.139
1.120
.816
.679
2.805
1.183
.491
.460
1.335
1.183
1.197
1.140
1.148
1.366
1.479
2.870
2.453
.800
1.014
1.090
1.023
1.930
1.144
1.129
2.520
1.144
10.954
1.110
1.432
.636
.489
1.362
How much of the city effect on method use is due to background characteristics?
Differences in the populations of Boston and Los Angeles could explain the city effects if
these differences are also associated with method use. The most relevant example of this is
ethnicity, as there are many more Latinos in LA than Boston, and Latinos tend to use close ties at
higher rates than other ethnic groups.
A more intuitive way to look at the model results is to compare actual with calculated job-
finding probabilities. The difference between these calculated figures and the actual distribution
is that all other variables in the model have been controlled. Before, it was possible that city
differences were a reflection of population differences or other factors. Now such sources of
uncertainty have been considered. For purposes of calculation the numbers given are based on
sample variable averages.
Table 17: Job-Finding in MCSUI
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other
Actual
LA 53% 8% 18% 21%
Boston 33% 7% 26% 34%
Predicted
LA 54% 7% 17% 23%
Boston 40% 2% 25% 33%
Percents based on multinomial logistic regression model and means for all variables except city.
With all model variables controlled, job finders in Boston still use personal contacts less than
their LA counterparts (see Table 17). Almost no one in Boston finds work through weak ties
(2%), preferring to use Other means and close ties. Newspaper use and Other means, higher in
Boston in the unadjusted MCSUI data, is still higher in Boston than in LA after accounting for
other sources of variation.
When used as the sole predictor of method use, city is significant for the model as a whole
and for Other means (.971) and newspapers (.735, Table 18, Block 1). The city effect shrinks
when individual characteristics are added to the model (Block 2) but does not disappear. Race
and ethnicity variables account for the majority of this decrease. Controlling for individual
characteristics, city has a significant and negative effect on the use of weak ties. This indicates
that, all other things being equal, a job finder in Boston is much less likely to find work through
weak ties than they would be in LA. This confirms findings from the raw MCSUI data presented
earlier. The model shows that the city effect on weak ties is also offset by gender; the odds of
Boston women using weak ties is less than for LA women, but the difference is not as great as it
is for men in these two cities (-5.407 for men, -2.476 for women).
Table 18: City Coefficients (B) by Model Block
Model Blocks
1: City 2: Individual 3: Mobility and 4: Social
Characteristics Poverty Networks
Other CITY 0.971*** 0.780** 0.867** 0.846**
CITY*SEX -0.142 -0.162 -0.114
Newspapers CITY 0.735*** -0.068 0.230 0.138
CITY*SEX 0.314 0.258 0.392
Weak Ties CITY 0.042 -5.407*** -5.393*** -5.473***
CITY*SEX 2.931*** 2.931*** 3.005***
* = p<.1, ** = p<.05, *** = p<.01
Note: the city variable is set to 0 for LA, 1 for Boston; the gender variable equals 0 for men, 1 for women. Blocks 3 and 4 include city
and individual characteristics.
As the primary focus of this chapter is on city, and the main effects of gender, race, age,
education, and occupation support those already established in previous studies, the details of
these measures will not be discussed. However, several of the background variables included in
the model have particularly interesting relationships with city and deserve to be highlighted. The
21 Calculations not shown here.
next section discusses these variables to provide a more complete picture of job finding in these
two cities.
City and Gender
Gender matters differently for method use depending on where job finders live. The city-
gender interaction variable is significant in the model (see Table 14, p. 56), indicating that the
relationship between gender and method use is not the same in Boston as it is in LA. Combining
the main city effect, the gender effect and the city-gender interaction adds up to a complete
picture of location's influence on method for men and women. The exponent of these combined
effects is known as the odds ratio.
What does this mean in more straightforward terms? Using probability calculations similar to
those for Table 17, the extent of gender differences in job finding can be shown. Holding other
factors constant, men are more likely to find work through close ties regardless of city (Table
19).
Table 19: Calculated Probabilities of Method Use by Gender and City
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other Means
LA
Men 56% 10% 15% 19%
Women 49% 5% 18% 27%
Boston
Men 46% 1% 21% 32%
Women 32% 6% 30% 33%
Percents based on multinomial logistic regression model and means for all variables but those specified.
In LA, men are more likely to use weak ties than women, while the opposite is true in
Boston. Women in Boston are much more likely to use weak ties than men (6% vs. 1%) but
neither group in this city uses weak ties to any great extent. If Granovetter had conducted his
Boston-area survey twenty years later, the "strength of weak ties" concept might never have been
developed. All else being equal, 66% of LA men find work through personal contacts of any
kind, compared to 47% in Boston. Men in Boston are also much more likely to find work
through Other means than are LA men, suggesting that these alternative methods may substitute
for job information from personal ties.
Race, Ethnicity and Language
We have seen that ability to speak English does not explain the city effect. As this runs
counter to the hypothesis that population differences in ethnicity could explain differences in job
finding, it is worth examining the impact of this variable more closely.
Latinos' tendency to use networks in LA may reflect the peculiarities of the often informal
occupations they dominate, or the adaptations of a population where English is a second
language for many. Language differences may be a more powerful explanation for method use
than race or ethnicity alone. While differences in gender or occupation are not extreme enough to
explain city differences in job finding, it is reasonable to expect more pronounced differences in
English skills between Boston and Los Angeles populations. These differences could in turn
underpin method choice, as job finders with fewer English language skills are restricted to
friends, family, and opportunities within their ethnic niche.
In the unadjusted MCSUI data, Latinos were most likely to use personal contacts to get jobs
(73%) followed by Asians (50%), whites (48%) and blacks (43%). Despite the fact that Latinos
in the two cities generally have different countries of origin, 2 6 in job finding they were similar -
three out of four Latinos found work through personal contacts in both LA and Boston (Table
26 Boston's Latino population comes largely from Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic, while those of Mexican
and Salvadoran descent make up most of LA's Latino residents (Farley 1998).
20). For whites, blacks, and Asians, city differences in job finding are large overall, but for
Latinos, ethnicity overrides place differences with respect to strong tie use.
Table 20: Racial and Ethnic Differences
Close Ties Weak Ties
LA White 39.9% 15.8%
Black 31.8% 6.0%
Asian 51.9% 5.1%
Hispanic 70.0% 2.6%
Total 53.4% 8.1%
BOSTON White 30.3% 7.4%
Black 42.6% 7.4%
Asian 28.0% 2.0%
Hispanic 68.3% 7.3%
Total 32.9% 7.0%
Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error.
in Job Finding27
Newspaper Other Means
18.5% 25.8%
39.8% 22.4%
29.1% 13.9%
10.9% 16.5%
17.9% 20.6%
25.4% 36.9%
22.2% 27.8%
54.0% 16.0%
9.8% 14.6%
26.1% 33.9%
N = 2561.
To what extent is the impact of Hispanic origin on the city effect due to group membership
per se, and how much to language? MCSUI provides several measures of English ability which
have been combined to form a scale of spoken English from "not at all" to "very well." Breaking
down Latinos' method use by their reported English ability (Table 21) shows that there is a zero-
order relationship between language and method use among Latinos. The better the job finder is
with English, the more likely they are to replace close ties with newspapers or Other means. Do
these findings hold up when controlling for other factors?
27 Respondents were asked to categorize themselves in terms of race and ethnicity. They were later recoded into
non-Hispanic whites and blacks, those who labeled themselves Hispanic regardless of race, Asians, and Other (this
group included small numbers of people with mixed ancestry, or from groups such as Native Americans, and have
been excluded from the sample).
Table 21: Job-Finding Methods for Hispanics by Spoken English Ability
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other Means
Not at All 91% 2% 2% 6%
A Little 81% 2% 4% 13%
Just Fair 69% 1% 12% 19%
Well 60% 3% 19% 18%
Very Well 59% 5% 16% 20%
Total 70% 3% 11% 16%
N=847. Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error.
In the MLR model both the race and English measures are significant (Table 14, p. 56). The
coefficients for all racial/ethnic groups are significant at the .000 level in the overall model.
Other things being equal (including language skills), Hispanic origin has a negative impact on
job-finders' use of weak vs. close ties. Blacks and Asians were both more likely to use
newspapers than were whites. Those of Asian origin were less likely to use Other means.
Table 22: Calculated Job-Finding Probabilities
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other Means
White 48% 8% 17% 28%
Black 34% 4% 35% 26%
Asian 44% 4% 39% 13%
Hispanic 57% 2% 16% 25%
Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error. Percents based on multinomial logistic regression model and means for all
variables but those specified.
Looking at the calculated job-finding probabilities (see Table 22) which isolate the effect of
race, whites and Hispanics found work through close ties and Other means most often, though at
different rates. African American and Asian respondents use close ties and newspapers most.
Hispanics use close ties more frequently than any other group. Weak ties were most often used
by whites, although they remain the least-used method of all. African-American job finders use
close ties least, newspapers and Other means more, suggesting that they are filling gaps in their
contacts' access to employment information with alternate strategies.
The language measure has the strongest impact on the use of Other means to find work
(Table 16, p. 59). Being able to speak English fluently is positively linked to strategies such as
mail, phone, or walk-in applications, where the employer's first impression comes from direct
contact with the job seeker. English skills had no significant effect on newspaper or weak tie use.
Both of these methods involve a distance between worker and employer that can be used to find
ways to negotiate potential language barriers. Job seekers may self-select newspapers or personal
contacts in the language of their choice. While such adjustments may influence the wages that
they eventually get (to be discussed in Chapter Four), they do not affect job finding through
these two methods.
The Puzzling Insignficance of Age
In the final model, age is not significantly related to job finding (Table 14, p. 56). Both
common sense and Granovetter's (1974) research support the prediction that as people grow
older they accumulate job information, personal contacts, and employment experience, all of
which would influence an individual's likelihood of using various strategies of job finding. Why
then, in the end, does age seem not to matter?
The answer lies in the model as a whole. When variables are added in blocks it is possible to
outline not only their relationship with job-finding methods, but also with other groups of
variables (Table 15, p. 57). It turns out that age is important, and when it is included in the model
with all variables except network measures (results not shown), age is significant at the .001
level and has positive effects on both newspaper and weak tie use. Thus, age stops being
important only when respondents' social network measures are added to the equation. Age
matters for method choice, and does so at least in part by influencing the number and character
of one's connections. Details of networks' role in method use will be expanded in a following
section.
Do differences in mobility and isolation account for city effects?
The ease of navigating a labor market, as with any expanse, is bound up with one's location
relative to the destination, and the manner in which one travels. A job seeker living far from
centers of economic activity cannot walk out the door and look for help-wanted signs. Distance
also makes it less likely that job seekers will have casual knowledge of businesses to call or send
a resume. The friction of distance may be mitigated by car access, an important factor in
employment rates (Kain 1992; Shen 1998), which allows for more extensive use of newspapers
and Other methods than a bus or walking. The extent of the job search may also be related to the
method used to find work. Do formal methods force people to cover more ground, or do they
allow people to target their search in ways that casual information from ties does not? It is also
possible to gain some understanding of job finders' physical isolation without detailed
information on urban economic centers. The percent of workers in each respondent's
neighborhood who drive to work alone is included in the model as a measure of isolation from
potential employment activity.
Car access, number of areas searched, and percent of tract commuting alone are all
significantly related to the method used (Table 14, p. 56). Having a car available while looking
for work made it more likely that the job would be found through a newspaper ad (Table 16, p.
59), which supports the notion that improved mobility frees job seekers to use broad-based
information sources. This is also supported by the positive association of areas searched with
newspaper use. The more space covered, the more likely job finders were to have found their job
through newspapers rather than close ties. Newspapers provide a path to the wider labor market,
but job seekers need a car to make the most of it. Living in a neighborhood where a greater
proportion of workers drive alone to work is also strongly related to job finding through
newspapers.28 Weak tie use is also tied to searching more areas (log odds = 1.28), as is car access
(log odds = 2.81). This suggests that weak ties are similar to newspapers in that they connect job
seekers to opportunities that are physically as well as socially distant.
Having established the importance of mobility and isolation to method use, what can be said
about their relevance to city effects? There is little city difference in mean commuting rates of
respondents' neighborhoods; in respondents' tracts, 68% of workers in both cities drove to work
alone. There are differences in car access and number of areas searched that could help explain
city differences in method use. Respondents in LA were less likely to have had a car while
looking for work (79% vs. 87% in Boston) and were likely to have covered more areas while
doing so (3) than those in Boston (2.6). Unfortunately, this promising avenue of investigation is
not borne out by the evidence.
Adding mobility and isolation variables to the MLR model did not negate city's significance
in the model or have an effect on city coefficients (see Table 18). Mobility, despite its obvious
ties to geography and to job finding, does not account for city variation in method use. Rather
than confronting the whole of the labor market when looking for work, job finders break the city
down into more accessible units. This is reflected in the fact that commute times are similar in
both sites (approximately 30 minutes), despite very different city sizes.
2 The log odds associated with the driving alone variable are for an independent variable difference of one. In this
case, finding work through newspapers is eleven times more likely than through close ties for a person in an area
where 100% of workers commute alone, compared with an area where no one drives alone (Table 16).
Does neighborhood poverty explain city differences?
Neighborhood characteristics have been associated with individuals' social and economic
outcomes (Crane 1991; Goering et al. 1999; O'Regan and Quigley 1998; Rosenbaum 1995;
Wilson 1987). While neighborhood effects need additional study (Jencks and Mayer 1990), the
assumption that where one lives has an impact on one's labor market outcomes has already been
incorporated into housing policy29 (Popkin, Rosenbaum, and Meaden 1993; Rosenbaum 1995;
Shroder 2001). Neighborhoods are also one of the primary sites of contact between individuals
and their socio-economic environment. As such, the interaction between worker and
neighborhood may influence the labor-matching process, and in particular, how job seekers find
work.
This study's hypothesis was that living in neighborhoods with higher poverty rates would
decrease the likelihood that job seekers would find work through personal contacts, due to the
reduced flow of job information coming into their neighborhood. It is also possible that residents
in such neighborhoods would still find work through personal contacts, but in such cases it is
hypothesized that those contacts are less likely to be the job seekers' neighbors.
The average neighborhood poverty rate for MCSUI respondents in LA is 14%, compared to
9% in Boston. How much does the poverty rate influence method use and to what extent can the
relationship between these two variables account for city differences?
Net of other factors, the poverty rate of respondents' Census tract does not have a significant
effect on job-finding method (Table 14) or on the city effect (Table 15). Race, education, and
occupation are also included in the MLR model, suggesting that any effect neighborhood poverty
29 The Housing and Urban Development programs Bridges to Work and Moving to Opportunity are two examples of
this, providing transportation or residential relocation to low-income inner-city residents.
levels have on methods can be accounted for through one of these other factors. The
insignificance of poverty levels in the model does not mean residents of high-poverty areas don't
find work differently than residents of better-off neighborhoods. It means that differences in
method use by poverty rates can be accounted for by the differences in education, race, and other
variables associated with high-poverty areas.
Do city differences in job finding operate through social networks?
As discussed in Chapter Two, a number of studies have looked at the effects of social
networks on employment outcomes. Better outcomes tend to be associated with larger networks,
and knowing people with a college education or those who are employed. It is thought that such
networks are more likely to pass on new and better job information than networks without these
characteristics, and so are of more use to job seekers.
Not only do Los Angeles respondents use contacts to find work two-thirds of the time
(compared to two-fifths in Boston), they do so despite having reported fewer network ties on
average (2.0 in LA vs. 2.3 in Boston). If larger cities encourage higher levels of contact use, then
networks might also help reduce the number of areas searched. Here the evidence is not as
supportive, as LA job finders searched an average of three areas before finding work compared
to 2.6 in Boston. Given the size of LA when compared to Boston this may not be a significant
difference.
What kinds of contacts actually help job finders get work? Job finders with a high-school
education or less are more likely to find work through a contact in the firm where the job seeker
is hired. With higher levels of education job seekers come into contact with individuals who have
information about potential jobs at numerous firms, rather than only their own employer. Most of
these helpful contacts do not live in the job finders' neighborhood. Low-wage Blacks and
Hispanics and those with lower levels of education are more likely to have contacts that are
neighbors. Job seekers tend to get help connecting to employers from members of their own sex,
although women are more likely to have a man help them find work than vice versa. Women
earning over $10 an hour find work through men more often than do lower-wage earners. This
corresponds to Hanson and Pratt's finding that more highly-paid women (1995) found work
through men more often.
Respondents who found work through friends or relatives were more likely to report that they
had no established network ties, suggesting that close ties are often the refuge of the most
isolated job seekers (Table 23). Both LA and Boston job seekers were most likely to have three
people in their networks. 30 However, the second most common response to this question in LA
was no network members, while for Boston job seekers it was two members.
Table 23: Job Finding by Number in Network
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspaper Other
LA 0 67% 3% 13% 17%
1 59% 2% 19% 21%
2 39% 15% 23% 23%
3 51% 9% 19% 21%
Total 53% 8% 18% 21%
BOSTON 0 56% 1% 23% 19%
1 30% 3% 23% 44%
2 38% 7% 17% 39%
3 28% 8% 28% 36%
Total 33% 7% 25% 35%
Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error. N = 2536.
After controlling for other factors all four network measures are significantly related to
method use (Table 14, p. 56). Having a larger network made it more likely that job finders used
3 With MCSUI data it is not possible to establish whether networks were established before or after respondents'
jobs were found. Despite this endogeneity problem (i.e. which came first, the chicken or the egg?), there is value in
establishing the existence of a connection between networks and wages, or the lack thereof.
weak ties (Table 16, p. 59). Knowing more people also had a positive effect on the likelihood of
using newspapers, as did group membership. This appears counter-intuitive but may indicate the
tendency of job finders with more experience, work contacts, and group participation to work in
more dispersed areas and in a broader range of fields than less experienced workers.
Respondents were less likely to find work through newspapers if they had at least one neighbor
in their network, or knew at least one person with higher education. These findings support the
importance of networks that are large and diverse, both in education and location. But do they
help explain the city effect?
Going back to Table 18 (p. 61), it is clear that while networks have a great deal to do with
method use, they are not the conduit through which city effects operate. The city effect (main =
-5.407, gender interaction = 2.931 after the addition of individual characteristics) changes very
little when network variables are added.
Summary
This chapter presents the first part of this study, which asks how the job-finding methods of
different groups vary by city. It has been established that where one lives has a significant effect
on how one finds work. Despite the importance of individual characteristics, social networks,
mobility, and neighborhood poverty for job finding, factors hypothesized to have an impact
based on the literature review, these variables do not account for the differences in method use
between Boston and Los Angeles.
Even considering the cities' demographic distributions, personal contacts are used more often
in LA, by almost all groups. The patterns of method use found in MCSUI suggest that Boston's
labor market emphasizes more formal methods rather than the personal contacts popular in Los
Angeles. Knowing the right person only goes so far when formal hiring processes require
degrees and test scores.
The actual distribution of job-finding methods in MCSUI provides the boundaries for our
map of labor matching. Close ties are most likely to be used by men, by blue-collar or service
workers, and those living in Los Angeles. Weak ties are more likely to be used by male white-
collar workers and managers, and are also more commonly used in LA. Newspaper ads are used
more often by women, by white-collar workers and managers, and by Boston residents. Other
means of job finding are also used more by women, by white-collar managers and service
workers, and in Boston.
The logistic regression model filters these unadjusted patterns to highlight factors that remain
important when other variables are controlled, effectively adding a third dimension to the map.
These peaks help clarify the dynamics of method use. The city where you live, along with
whether you are a man or a woman, the color of your skin and how well you speak English all
influence the way in which you find work. Education, occupation, mobility and isolation, and
who you know also matter. Of these factors, those related to location add the most to our
knowledge of labor matching. Space matters both in its own right and as a mediator for the
effects of other variables.
At the beginning of the chapter we showed that job finding has changed since Granovetter's
study in the early 1970s. What aspects of the employment landscape have changed that could
account for new patterns of method use? One potential source of variation is growth in the
Boston labor market since Granovetter conducted his study. Personal contacts may no longer be
adequate to the challenges of labor matching in this environment, from either the firm or
individual perspective. For instance, an employer may feel that with so many potentially
interesting applicants it is unlikely that current employees will connect with them all through
personal contacts. As a result, it decides to advertise. Similarly, an individual may see that ad and
decide to apply for the job even though he doesn't know anyone in the firm. On another front,
the employment and anti-discrimination laws enacted in the 1960s and 1970s discourage "old
boy" network-based hiring that excluded women and minorities from positions. These laws'
requirements are such that firms must be able to support hiring decisions against potential
lawsuits, encouraging more formal hiring methods. While the relative importance of networks
may or may not have declined as a result, it seems reasonable that formal hiring methods are
emphasized more in the decades since Granovetter's study.
CONCLUSION
Based on findings of location-based differences in successful job-search methods, this study
argues that geography influences the ways in which individuals find work. In other words, job
seekers find work in different ways depending on where they live. Asking how spatial
characteristics influence job-finding methods also fills several of the blank spaces on the labor-
matching map.
The literature suggests the importance of networks, mobility, and neighborhood poverty for
job-finding, and these variables were hypothesized to explain the effect of city on method use.
By now it is clear that these variables do not explain the city effect. Many of these variables have
significant effects on method use but no influence on the significance of location. Having ruled
out these variables as the source of city variation, how else might these findings be explained?
This study proposes three potential reasons for city's effect, the last of which is the most
interesting. While testing these explanations is beyond the scope of this project, they provide
next steps for future research in this area.
The first possibility is that smaller, denser cities with a history of social development such as
Boston may provide residents with local and institutional resources not as available to residents
of LA. This hypothesis is consistent with literature on dynamic environments (Powell and
DiMaggio 1991) which states that the lack of established institutions encourages people to rely
more on social networks.
A second alternative is that the cities' labor markets differ in ways that encourage job finding
through networks in LA and make newspapers and Other methods more useful in Boston. Are
industries in LA more likely to hire workers through network ties? While knowledge-based
industries are common to both metropolitan areas, Boston employs a greater percentage of its
civilian workforce in health services and finance, insurance and real estate than LA, and LA has
higher employment rates in trade and manufacturing (US Census 1994). If these sectors tend to
hire workers in particular ways, this may influence the relationship of networks to job finding in
a given city.
The interaction between city and gender provides a potential link to industry. City has more
of an impact on women's method use than on men's. One possible cause of this interaction is
that men and women work in industries that hire differently in each city. This study controls for
occupation but not industry. Work and family pressures may also differ by gender and city.31
The third explanation for city differences in method use points to an alternative approach to
labor matching. Rather than focusing solely on the social or individual capital each individual
has accumulated, results from the MCSUI data suggest that the use of that capital is influenced
by the local context in which work is being sought. The intersection of individuals' talents and
connections with the peculiarities of their labor market context can be thought of as contextual
31 Other possible sources of variation include daycare cost and availability, and full-time vs. part-time work, not
considered here.
capital. While related to the spatial mismatch argument, contextual capital explicitly
incorporates the peculiarities of each labor market and the potential usefulness of a given method
to access job prospects in that metro area. This concept envisions social and personal capital as a
toolkit of sorts, and the spatial context as the shape of the problem to be addressed.
The size and complexity of Los Angeles offer a bewildering variety of alternatives to the job
seeker; the "best" way to sort through these options depends both on that individual's assets and
on the field in which they are deployed. Knowing a variety of people is particularly helpful in a
city where large numbers of job seekers find work through contacts, as job seekers and
employers are both accustomed to using networks as a hiring method. Employers may gravitate
to certain methods (particularly contacts) as a way to screen for desired attributes when other
sources of information about potential workers are incomplete (Holzer 1996; Kirschenman and
Neckerman 1991).32 Los Angeles is certainly a prime example of a large, complex labor market
in which full information is impossible.
The spatial mismatch hypothesis posits a labor market in which the "geography of
opportunity" dictates workers' outcomes. This study suggests that changes in the extent and
distribution of opportunities within a labor market may not be as debilitating as Kain feared, and
that workers adjust their job-finding strategies to suit the characteristics of the cities in which
they live.
Exploring method use in Boston and Los Angeles is the first part of this study. The second is
to ask how, in a most practical sense, method use matters for job finders in these two cities. The
focus on weak ties since Granovetter is based on a connection between that method and better
32 The impersonal nature of economic interaction has been recognized for centuries. "The market is a place set apart,
where men may deceive one another" (Anacharsis, c. 600 BC).
employment outcomes. This chapter establishes that method use for job finding has changed; the
next chapter shows that the relationship between workers' methods and wage outcomes has also
shifted.
CHAPTER 4: MAKING DOLLARS AND SENSE
In the end, you're measured not by how much you undertake but by what
you finally accomplish.
- Donald Trump
The central concern of job finding is ultimately one of outcomes. The previous chapter
established that job finders look for work differently depending on the city in which they live. In
this chapter, we demonstrate the extent to which these job-finding methods matter for wages, and
how those effects vary by city. A framework of economic rationality would predict that job
finders pursue their own self-interest, in this case by using the method that produces the highest
wages in their particular city. Is this in fact the case? Results indicate that workers don't
necessarily use the method tied to highest wages, and that methods' wage results can also differ
by city.
Wages
How much do job finders in each city earn? MCSUI respondents' average hourly wage is
relatively high at $11.14 (see Table 24).33 On average, job finders in Boston earn more than
those in LA. How much of this difference in wages is due to location, how much to the method
used to find work, and how much to other factors?
33 The median wage is $9.58.
Education, the most reliable solution to the problem of poverty, is financially and temporally
intensive and not everyone has access to this opportunity. Knowing how the best-paid workers in
each city connect to their employers provides a framework for other job seekers.
Table 24: Job Finders' Hourly Wage Statistics
MEDIAN WAGE AVERAGE WAGE
All MCSUI $9.58 $11.14
LA $8.62 $10.66
Boston $10.95 $12.18
Hourly wages are calculated for the 2561 respondents to job-finding and wage questions.
How much of a potential wage difference is there? Wages for the top and bottom tenth of
MCSUI's prime-age high-school graduates show the range of possibilities for job finders (Table
25). Both men and women show wage differences of approximately $10 an hour between top and
bottom categories.
Table 25: Wages by Percentile for 25-35 Year-Old High School Graduates
10' percentile 90th percentile Average Wage N
Men $5.85 $16.76 $11.61 317
Women $4.98 $15.33 $9.66 236
In order to discuss the effects of methods on wages and the influence of location on this
relationship, MCSUI job-finding methods are first compared to Granovetter's findings. The
remainder of the chapter examines city's role in the method-wage connection.
Granovetter, Revisited
Granovetter argues that jobs found through personal contacts are better than those found in
other ways: "[v]arious measures of the quality of jobs held by my respondents substantiate their
idea that better jobs are found via personal contacts" (1974, 13). By "better" he meant that the
jobs provided more satisfaction, were more likely to have been newly created, and had a "strong
association of income level with job-finding method."
Do Granovetter's findings on wages and methods still apply? While MCSUI does not include
data on job satisfaction or creation, it is possible to compare the two samples on the basis of
income. Finding that almost half of those who found work through contacts3 4 reported incomes
of $15,000 or more while figures for Other methods were much lower,35 Granovetter (1974, 14)
argues that the association between income and contact use is clear (see Table 26).
Table 26: Granovetter: Income by Job Finding Method
Contacts All Other
$10,000 or less 22.7% 31.2%
$10,001-15,000 31.8% 38.1%
$15,001-25,000 31.2% 24.4%
$25,001 or more 14.3% 6.3%
N 50 225
Data from Granovetter (1974, 14).
By limiting MCSUI respondents to white male professionals from Boston it is possible to
update Granovetter's wage findings. Using inflation-adjusted income categories, the restricted
MCSUI sample shows an association between weak ties and wages (see Table 27). More job-
finders in the top two income categories used personal contacts, and all of those reporting over
$50,000 per year found work through contacts (although the sample numbers for this category
are low).
34 Granovetter's results are reported with both weak and strong ties combined into "personal contacts," but the
majority of these ties are judged to be work-related rather than friends or family.
3 According to Granovetter's calculations, almost "half (45.5 percent) of those using personal contacts report
incomes over $15,000, whereas the corresponding figure for formal means is under one-third; for direct application,
under one-fifth" (1974, 14).
Table 27: MCSUI Income by Job Finding Method*
Contacts All Other
$25,000 or less 46.2% 46.0%
$25,001-37,500 24.6% 45.0%
$37,501-50,000 20.0% 9.0%
$50,001 or more 9.2% 0.0%
N 65 111
* Sample limited to white male professionals in Boston.
The relationship between the use of contacts and wages is as strong in MCSUI as it was in
Newton in 1970. Overall, contacts (both strong and weak) are still a good way to find work.
Another pattern that is clear in this comparison is that this group of workers is not earning as
much as it did in 1970. Where over 45% of Granovetter's contact users had earnings in the top
two categories, only 29% of MCSUI's professional job finders reached this level. 36
Are jobs found through personal contacts no longer as "good" as when Granovetter did his
study? Contacts are still related to finding better-paying jobs, but this method is not a panacea.
Half of all contact users in MCSUI earn $25,000 a year or less, even among white male
professionals.
Granovetter's study (1974) established that the wage outcomes of job search are partially
dependent on who you know, and on the social structure in which you are embedded. This
dissertation uses a more diverse sample and adds a spatial component to ask who earns what and
how, and is the answer the same everywhere?
36 Possible reasons for this earnings shift include unobserved sample differences, a changing mix of jobs in the
white-collar category, or a downgrading of income for people in these jobs. It is possible that Newton had a
disproportionate number of highly-paid white-collar workers (higher than the metro area, from which the MCSUI
sample is drawn). The rise in income inequality since 1970 points to this final possibility as a major explanatory
factor.
CITY AND WAGES
How might city affect wages? Where people live could affect their wages in a number of
ways, which may be thought of in terms of their ability to directly or indirectly influence job
finders' outcomes.
City could directly affect wages through differences in the cost of living or in local labor
demand. This study tests for the presence of such direct city effects on wages. Indirect effects
result when people in different places use different job-finding methods, have different networks,
mobility levels, or neighborhood poverty rates and these factors are in turn related to wage
outcomes. City-method interactions are added to the model as well as mobility, poverty, and
network variables.
This study hypothesizes that city has both direct and indirect effects on wages. Car access,
distant or more-educated contacts, or living in a low-poverty neighborhood should be related to
higher wages. Based on Granovetter's theory (1973) on the role of weak ties in connecting
workers with new and better job information, it is hypothesized that workers finding jobs
through weak ties will tend to earn more than those using alternate methods. Additionally, based
on the hypothesis that the usefulness of a given method is partially dependent on the context
within which it is used, this study predicts that not only will methods matter for job finders'
hourly wages, but that they will matter differently depending on location. The results provide
support for the majority of these predictions, while suggesting a number of important
qualifications by gender.
Plan of Analysis
The contribution of city to the method-wage relationship is tested using a series of regression
analyses. The models use the weighted sample of approximately 2560 MCSUI job finders in
Boston and Los Angeles and ordinary least-squares regression. Models are run separately by
gender to avoid confounding wage results with sex-based income differences. The dependent
variable is the natural log of respondents' hourly wage.37 The resulting outcome coefficients are
discussed, and then converted into dollars for ease of interpretation.
Model variables are similar to those used in Chapter Three's multinomial logistic
regressions. To measure their contribution to wages and the city-wage relationship, race and
ethnicity, respondent age and years of education, and job-finding method were added to the
model. City-method and age-method interactions were included based on the findings in Chapter
Three and Granovetter's (1974) finding that method use changes over the life course.
This chapter next asks if job-finders' wages are related to the city in which their jobs are
found. The contribution of methods to wages in each city is then tested. This is followed by a
discussion of variables that may indirectly connect location and job finding, including mobility,
neighborhood poverty, and social networks.
WHAT WORKS WHERE?
How much do earnings depend on where one lives? The first step in understanding the
contribution of city to wages is to run a regression model in which location is the sole predictor.
After establishing the extent of the direct city effect, individual variables are added to the
equation to see what part of that effect is due to city population differences. Methods and city-
37 Wage responses have been logged to adjust for the non-normal wage distribution.
method interactions are then added to the model in order to determine their contribution to wages
and the city effect.
CITY'S DIRECT EFFECT
The direct effect of city explains a modest but significant amount of job finders' wages.
Using only city to predict outcomes, both men and women have unstandardized coefficients (B)
of .2 associated with city, and the model has an R2 of .03 (Table 28).
Table 28: Predicting Wages with City Only (Log of Hourly Wages)
Men (B) Women (B)
(constant) 2.27 2.12
Bostona .204*** .202***
R2 .033 .030
* = p<.1, ** =p<.05, = p<.01
a LA is the omitted category for City.
Including the remaining variables to the model shows that all of the direct effect of city on
men's wages is the result of individual characteristics (Table 29), specifically race and
ethnicity. 38 This is not the case for women. Women in Boston tend to earn more than those in
LA, and city and the city-method interactions are both significant for women.
38 In calculations not shown here, race and ethnicity variables were added separately to test their impact. The
reduction in the city effect was the same as that reported in Table 29.
Table 29: Explaining Wages with City and Individual Characteristics (Log of Hourly Wages)
Men (B) Women (B)
(constant) 1.615 0.744
City -0.033 0.154***
Black -0.154*** -0.138***
Asian -0.043 0.178***
Hispanic -0.286*** -0.167***
Respondent's Age 0.008*** 0.012***
Years of Education 0.038*** 0.077***
Weak Ties -0.058 -0.426**
Newspapers 0.325*** 0.314***
Other Means -0.140 0.423***
City-Weak Tie Interaction 0.032 -0.248**
City-Newspaper Interaction -0.013 -0.243***
City-Other Interaction -0.035 -0. 144**
Age-Weak Tie Interaction 0.001 0.018***
Age-Newspaper Interaction -0.007** -0.004
Age-Other Method Interaction 0.011*** -0.010***
R2 .32 .43
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
The omitted categories are LA for city, white for race, close ties for methods, city-close ties for city-method interaction, and age-
close ties for the age-method interaction.
Direct city effects on workers' wages are relatively small, but do not include any indirect
effects may have. The next section discusses the interaction of methods and location on wages.
OF METHODS, WAGES, AND LOCATION
The regression model uses job-finding methods to predict respondents' hourly wages while
controlling for city, race/ethnicity, respondent age, education, gender, and interactions.3 9 Model
results support the argument that methods matter when it comes to wages, but which methods
and how much?
39 See Chapter Three for descriptions of these variables.
For men, the relationship between methods and wages is largely accounted for by individual
characteristics (Table 29). Only newspapers are significant after accounting for differences in
background variables. Jobs found through newspapers pay more than those found through close
ties (the omitted category), but this effect fades as men age.
Women's results look very different. All methods are significant for women's wages. We
also established in Table 29 that city's effect on women's wages is not attributable to individual
characteristics. These additional variables explain part but not all of the city effect.
All variables but the age-newspaper interaction are significant for women's wages. Method,
city, and background variables also explain a greater proportion of women's wages than they do
for men (R2 = .43 for women, .32 for men). How women find work has an impact on their wages,
no matter who they are. This link between women's methods and wages is also dependent on
city (see city-method interactions, Table 29). The negative coefficients indicate that methods
have stronger effects in LA than they do in Boston.
The surprise is that weak ties are not significant for men's wages, but are strongly and
negatively related to women's earnings. Taken in conjunction with the age-method interactions,
a pattern forms for women that is very much in line with Granovetter's findings on men (1974).
Young women who find work through weak ties earn less, presumably because their ties have
limited information unlikely to produce high-paying jobs. As women age, the value of
acquaintances' information rises compared to that of their friends and relatives. Older women's
wages also suffer when they find work through newspapers or Other methods.
What's that in Dollars?
A more intuitive way to understand the contribution of methods and city to earnings is to
look at the wages associated with each job-finding method. Table 30 converts the model's
logged wage coefficients back into actual dollars.40 After discussing methods' effects on wages
and the influence of gender and race on this relationship, we turn to the role of city in the
method-wage relationship.
How much of wage differences are tied to methods? For the average man a job found through
close ties has an hourly wage of $10.61 (Table 30).41 The same man using newspapers earns
$11.64 an hour, a difference of about a dollar.42 Women's average wages are not only lower than
men's but exhibit a somewhat larger range. The difference between women's lowest wages
through close ties and highest through weak ties is $1.26.
Table 30: The Gendered Effect of Method on Wages
METHOD MEN WOMEN
Close Ties $10.61 $9.35
Weak Ties -- $10.61
Newspapers $11.64 $10.17
Other Means -- $9.76
Insignificant method effects are not calculated for men's wages. Calculations are based on sample averages.43
In light of Granovetter's research it is surprising that MCSUI there is no significant
difference in men's wages when using weak ties. Men who used newspapers earned more than
those who found work through personal contacts. Methods do not affect women's wages in the
same way that they do men's. For female respondents, close ties are associated with the lowest
wages and weak ties with the highest.44 Both newspapers and Other means fall between these
two extremes.
40 Calculations are based on MCSUI averages for independent variables; the "average" job finder in MCSUI is age
35 with 13 years of education for both men and women.
41 Wages are calculated for the omitted category of close ties and for newspapers. The effects of weak ties and Other
means were insignificant compared to close ties and have been excluded from these wage tables.
42 These results are calculated using all model coefficients, both significant and insignificant.
43 Wages are relatively high due to of respondents' average age and education.
44 This is not consistent with the negative coefficient for weak ties and must result from the age interaction;
advantages for older women offset disadvantages for younger women.
Do methods have different wage effects by city? For men, where one lives has a limited
effect on the method-wage relationship (see Table 31). Personal contacts45 are associated with
the lowest wages in both LA and Boston. The effects of contacts on men's wages are small, but
newspapers have approximately a one-dollar effect in each location. The highest wages in both
cities are associated with job-finding through newspapers. For men, location plays little role in
methods' wage effects.
Table 31: The Method-Wage Effect by City for Men
METHOD LA BOSTON
Close Ties $10.72 $10.37
Weak Ties -- --
Newspapers $11.81 $11.27
Other Means -- -
Insignificant method effects are not calculated for men's wages. Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
City has more of an impact on women's wages and city-method interactions are significant
for women (Table 29). The overall pattern of method effects is different as well (Table 32).
Women earn least when finding work through close ties in LA ($8.90), and newspapers in
Boston ($9.58). The average woman46 finds highest wages using weak ties in LA and close ties
in Boston. Women in LA over 30 earn more when they find work through weak ties, newspapers
or Other means than close ties. Living in Boston reduces the effect of all methods on wages.47
45 Wages for weak ties are not significantly different from those calculated for the close ties.
46 The relative importance of methods changes with women's age.
47 All methods' coefficients rise with the addition of these interactions to the model, signaling an even wider divide
between women in LA and Boston than previously indicated.
Table 32: The Method-Wage Effect by City for Women
METHOD LA BOSTON
Close Ties $8.90 $10.38
Weak Ties $10.93 $9.95
Newspapers $10.46 $9.58
Other Means $9.73 $9.83
Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
The wage figures in Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32 are calculated for average job finders. It
is possible to focus in further on city-method interaction effects on wages by asking how a
representative individual would fare if they lived in Boston versus Los Angeles.
The first example is that of a white, 21-year old man with a high-school education. If he finds
work through close ties while living in LA he would earn $10.37 an hour (Table 33). The city
difference is small; if he lived in Boston his hourly wage would be $10.02.48 While the average
worker in Boston earns more than the average in LA, an individual tends to earn more in LA
than they would in Boston given the same set of characteristics. As noted in an earlier chapter,
Boston respondents have higher levels of education and are more likely to be white, both factors
associated with higher wages. The hypothetical 21-year old man earns most when using
newspapers regardless of city.
Table 33: The City Effect on Wages for Men
WHITE MAN, 21, 12TH GRADE EDUCATION LA BOSTON
Close Ties $10.37 $10.02
Weak Ties - -
Newspapers $12.46 $11.89
Other Means - -
Insignificant method effects are not calculated for men's wages. Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
As noted earlier, age and education raise wages. If the man from the previous example were
35 years old rather than 21, his hourly wage would increase by approximately $1.35 per hour for
48 As noted previously, the city coefficient for men was -0.03 and insignificant in the final model.
close ties and twenty-five cents for newspapers. 49 That this "age dividend" is not as high for
newspapers suggests that men of a certain age are expected to negotiate the labor-matching
environment through previously-established ties, which also act as a proxy for work experience
and status. Older men have also had time to establish contacts that put them in touch with
opportunities that are more valuable, and more specific to their needs, than men with less labor-
market experience. An additional four years of education increases the hourly wage of that 35-
year old by almost $2.00 per hour more.
The city effect is more complicated for women. Changing only the gender of the first
example, the effect of city on wages is evident. A 21-year old white woman with a high-school
education earns less than her male counterpart and her wages are more responsive to location
(see Table 34). If such a woman found work through close ties, she would earn over a dollar
more in Boston than in LA.
Table 34: The City Effect on Wages for Women
WHITE WOMAN, 21, 12TH GRADE EDUCATION LA BOSTON
Close Ties $7.46 $8.70
Weak Ties $7.11 $6.47
Newspapers $9.32 $8.53
Other Means $9.32 $9.42
Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
This white 21-year old woman earns most in both cities when using Other methods. Weak
ties are linked to the lowest wages in both LA and in Boston. If this woman found work through
newspaper ads in LA she would earn $1.75 an hour more than using close ties. Making the same
change in method in Boston actually decreases the amount earned. The penalty for jobs found
through weak ties is also much larger in Boston. Weak ties are linked to wages $2.21 less than
49 This is due to the combined main and interaction effects for methods and age.
those found through close ties. Why are weak ties the worst method in this example? Because
weak ties work best for older women.5 0 At 35 this woman's earnings increase to $10.81 in LA
and $9.85 in Boston. Weak ties can be valuable, but only after women have had time to develop
networks that can provide the right sorts of job information. They may be even more important
in Los Angeles because they allow women, whose car access and family responsibilities can
make them less mobile than men, to make connections to more distant employers.
ARE CITY DIFFERENCES IN METHOD USE INNOVATIVE OR IRRATIONAL?
We began this chapter by asking if job-finding strategies differ in Boston and Los Angeles
because they reflect the methods most likely to lead to high wages in each city. After controlling
for background variation, job finders are more likely to use personal contacts in LA and Other
methods in Boston. Does it make economic sense for job finders to use the methods that they do?
Again, the answer depends on location.
Table 35 calculates men's wages while controlling for background variables. For thirty-five-
year old men with a high-school education,5 1 newspapers are most likely to produce the best-
paying jobs regardless of where they live. We can see that men's jobs found through newspapers
in Boston have wages that are 8% higher than those found through close ties. Men in Boston are
also more likely to find work through non-contact methods, including newspapers.5 2 While the
benefits are not particularly large, Boston's male job finders have search methods that match the
city's reward structure. MCSUI men in Boston can be said to use rational search methods.
'0 See the age-method interactions in Table 29 (on page 85).
51 White 21-year olds are included to demonstrate the effects of age on method use.
52 See Chapter Three's discussion of the shift from contacts in Granovetter to more formal methods in MCSUI.
Table 35: Men's Estimated Hourly Wage by Method and Race ($)
Men, HS Education White Black Asian Hispanic
Age 21 35 35 35 35
LA
Close Ties 10.37 11.63 9.96 11.14 8.74
Weak Ties -- -
Newspapers 12.46 12.72 10.90 12.18 9.55
Other Means -- -- - -- -
Boston
Close Ties 10.02 11.24 9.64 10.77 8.45
Weak Ties -- -
Newspapers 11.89 12.14 10.40 11.63 9.12
Other Means -- -
Insignificant method effects are not calculated for men's wages. Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
The same cannot be said for men in LA. In Los Angeles, personal contacts are the most
commonly-used method but are least likely to lead to high wages. Newspapers lead to jobs that
earn almost 10% more than jobs through weak ties. While using personal contacts is not
"rational" in this sense, job finders in Los Angeles appear willing to use sacrifice any possible
method-related benefit and use contacts in order to get easy access to appropriate information
through networks.
Women are also more likely to find jobs through networks in LA than in Boston.53 For 35-
year old women in LA this pays off, as wages for jobs found through weak ties are 23% higher
than those through close ties (Table 36). Women in Boston are not as likely to use close ties, the
method linked to that city's highest wages. They are most likely to find work through
newspapers and Other means, the two methods tied to the lowest wages. By the age of 35 the
penalty for this approach is not high, however, as close ties lead to wages that are 8% higher than
those found through newspapers. MCSUI women may use formal methods despite the slightly
5 All else being equal.
lower wage results as a way to supplement their networks or to circumvent gender-based hiring
discrimination. 54
Table 36: Women's Estimated Hourly Wage by M
Women, HS Education White
Age 21 35
LA
Close Ties 7.46 8.82
Weak Ties 7.11 10.81
Newspapers 9.32 10.38
Other Means 9.32 9.65
Boston
Close Ties 8.70 10.29
Weak Ties 6.47 9.85
Newspapers 8.53 9.50
Other Means 9.42 9.75
Calculations are based on sample averages except as noted.
ethod
Black
35
7.68
9.42
9.04
8.41
8.97
8.58
8.28
8.49
and Race ($)
Asian Hispanic
35 35
10.53 7.46
12.91 9.15
12.39 8.78
11.53 8.17
12.29 8.71
11.76 8.34
11.39 8.04
11.64 8.25
Only half of job finders use the method most likely to lead to the "best" wages in their city.
Boston men and LA women are most likely to use economically "rational" methods, those that
also produce the highest wage results. This is not the case for LA men or Boston women. What
explains these deviations? As discussed in the next section, methods are only one of the factors
influencing job finders' outcomes, and method effects may be outweighed by other
considerations such as access to a car or to networks with information. A man in LA without
English skills may not have the option to replace close contacts with alternatives like
newspapers. LA women would have the same issues but already earn the most through personal
contacts, one of the more commonly-used methods. Blue-collar employers tend to use network-
based hiring (Marsden and Gorman 2001, 476), and workers would have to use those networks
or change occupations in order to benefit from alternate methods. Women also tend to be
5 Hanson and Pratt (1995, 199) found that networks tend to be gender segregated, and that the women who found
better jobs through their contacts tended to be those with men in their networks. Women without such contacts may
substitute formal methods.
concentrated in occupations that tend to hire through contacts, 55 which benefit women's wages in
both Boston and Los Angeles.
OTHER INFLUENCES ON WAGES
Location and method are important for wages, but what else matters? Race and ethnicity are
factors, and African Americans and especially Hispanics earn less than whites and Asians.
Increases in age and education improve wages, although the benefits of newspaper use (and for
women, Other means) decrease with age. Women tend to earn less than comparable men.
A complete picture of job finders' outcomes also includes measures of mobility,
neighborhood, and networks. Each set of variables is added to the basic model separately to
avoid multicollinearity issues. Men's results are presented in Table 37, women's in Table 38, and
both are discussed in the sections that follow. The influence of occupation on methods' wage
effects is also considered.
5 Hanson and Pratt found that "[b]ecause job information flows through gender-biased networks, the jobs women
are most likely to learn about are the jobs that their female informants know about or have held... .Gender-biased
networks are also likely to perpetuate sex-based occupational segregation..." (1995, 198-9). Drentea also found that
"[w]omen using formal job search methods had jobs with fewer women in them compared to not using these
methods. For men, job search methods were not associated with the gender composition of the job" (1998).
Table 37: The Effects of City, Background and Other Variables on Wages, Men (Log of Hourly Wages)
Basic Model(B) Mobility(B)
1.615
-0.033
-0.154***
-0.043
-0.286***
0.008***
0.038***
-0.058
0.325***
-0.140
0.032
-0.013
-0.035
0.001
-0.007**
0.011***
Neighborhood
Poverty(B)
1.752
-0.030
-0.111**
-0.005
-0.232***
0.007***
0.034***
-0.076
0.298***
-0.167
0.039
-0.032
-0.054
0.001
-0.006*
0.012***
Networks(B)
1.582
-0.005
-0.193***
0.006
-0.254***
0.007***
0.033***
-0.213
0.801***
-0.264**
0.129
-0.118*
-0.075
0.005
-0.021
0.014***
(constant)
City
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Respondent's Age
Years of Education
Weak Ties
Newspapers
All Other
City-Weak Tie Interaction
City-Newspaper Interaction
City-Other Interaction
Age-Weak Tie Interaction
Age-Newspaper Interaction
Age-Other Method Interaction
Car Access During Search
Areas Searched
Commuters Driving Alone (Tract %)
City-Car Interaction
City-Area Searched Interaction
City-Drive Alone Interaction
Neighborhood Poverty
Group Member
Network Size
Neighbors in Network?
Any Network Member College Educated?
R 2
0.139***
0.005
0.012
0.062*
.32 .33 .33 .35
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
The omitted categories are LA for city, white for race, close ties for methods, not having access to a car, zero for number in network,
not having a neighbor in the network, and not having a college-educated contact in the network.
1.288
0.715***
-0.131***
0
-0.223***
0.006***
0.034***
-0.198
0.177
-0.141
0.03
0.032
-0.021
0.004
-0.003
0.011***
0.107***
-0.017**
0.586***
-0.183**
0.045***
-1.007***
-0.546***
Table 38: The Effects of City, Background and Other Variables
Basic Model(B) Mobility(B)
0.744
0.154***
-0.138***
0.178***
-0.167***
0.012***
0.077***
-0.426**
0.314***
0.423***
-0.248**
-0.243***
-0.144**
0.018***
-0.004
-0.010***
(constant)
City
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Respondent's Age
Years of Education
Weak Ties
Newspapers
All Other
City-Weak Tie Interaction
City-Newspaper Interaction
City-Other Interaction
Age-Weak Tie Interaction
Age-Newspaper Interaction
Age-Other Method Interaction
Car Access During Search
Areas Searched
Commuters Driving Alone (Tract %)
City-Car Interaction
City-Area Searched Interaction
City-Drive Alone Interaction
Neighborhood Poverty
Group Member
Network Size
Neighbors in Network?
Any Network Member College Educated?
R 2
on Wages, Women (Log of Hourly Wages)
Neighborhood Networks(B)
Poverty(B)
0.818 0.838
0. 147*** 0.195***
-0.099** -0.131***
0.186*** 0.206***
-0.142*** -0.133***
0.012*** 0.01***
0.075*** 0.062***
-0.420** -0.529***
0.300*** 0.127
0.406*** 0.39***
-0.238** -0.265***
-0.239*** -0.276***
-0.143** -0.198***
0.018*** 0.02***
-0.004 0.001
-0.009*** -0.008***
-0.283**
-0.019
0.064***
-0.129***
0.138***
.43 .45 .43 .46
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
The omitted categories are LA for city, white for race, close ties for methods, city-close ties for city-method interaction, not having
access to a car, zero for number in network, not having a neighbor in the network, and not having a college-educated contact in the
network.
Mobility
Kain's study on spatial mismatch and the work that followed linked workers' distance from
jobs to their employment outcomes (Holzer 1991; Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist 1998; Kain 1968; Kain
1992). According to the mismatch hypothesis, restricted mobility limits access to better-paying
opportunities throughout the labor market, which in turn reduces employment rates and wages.
0.684
0.543**
-0.127***
0.192***
-0. 16***
0.011***
0.066***
-0.416**
0.258**
0.492***
-0.327***
-0.297***
-0.174**
0.017***
-0.004
-0.012***
0.106**
0.025**
0.198
-0.129
0.051***
-0.45**
Limited mobility also encourages job seekers to use close ties, which are less likely to require
mobility,56 rather than methods with better wage outcomes. Based on this research it was
hypothesized that higher levels of mobility would be related to higher wages, and help account
for the link between methods and wages.
Three aspects of mobility are included in the expanded regression model: access to a car
during the actual job search, the number of areas covered during that search, and the percent of
the job finders' neighborhood who drive alone to work.57 As hypothesized, increased mobility is
positively related to wage outcomes (Table 37 and Table 38). For men, the added variables
account for the positive effect of newspapers on wages; job finders must be mobile in order to
take advantage of the boost provided by newspapers. Mobility measures also clarify the
significance of location. All mobility variables are significant for men, and after controlling for
these factors the impact of city on wages is still significant. These expanded results point to the
importance of mobility for wages and the additional significance of location for job finders with
limited resources. There is a similar (if less substantial) effect for women.
The effect of car access depends on location.58 Having access to a car in Los Angeles raises
wages. A 21-year old white man in LA with a high-school education and a car earns $10.59 at a
job found through close ties. His wage drops to $9.52 if he does not have access to a car. The
same individual in Boston has higher wages without a car than with, $11.36 and $10.52
respectively. For men in LA, a sprawling city with many distributed economic enters, mobility is
good for wages. It may be that car access is optional in Boston as it is not in LA, and that those
56 See model summary table in Chapter Three.
5 These are the same mobility measures discussed in Chapter Three; individuals' ability to cover space easily and
according to their own schedule is considered, as is the space actually covered, and a measure of their locales'
isolation within the city.
58 The coefficients represents the effect of having a car.
who have cars do so because they live farther from economic activity, have fewer job options, or
cannot afford to live in higher-income areas.
How the extent of one's job search influences wages also depends on location. For LA men,
the fewer areas covered during the job search the better it is for wages (Table 37). In Boston,
men are rewarded for more extensive job searches. If covering only a few areas is the norm,
more extensive search is likely to land the seeker a job paying higher wages to compensate for its
lack of accessibility. In comparison, women have higher wages when covering more area
regardless of location, but this effect is heightened by Boston residence. Being able to escape the
immediate area expands their economic options. This could reflect the larger number of
opportunities that are accessible to spatially-constrained women (England 1993; Wyly 1998), or
the absence of other factors likely to restrict women's job choices, such as family
responsibilities.
Isolation also matters differently by gender. The average percent of commuters driving alone
to work has a strong effect on men's wages but is not significant for women (Table 37 and Table
38). This measure is almost identical regardless of city, sixty-eight percent. In sprawling LA, it
pays for men to live among drive-alone commuters. If, for example, a white 35-year old male
with a high-school degree in LA finds work through close ties and lives in an area where none of
his neighbors drive alone to work, his predicted wage would be $7.64. If all of his neighbors
drive alone then that job finder's predicted wage increases to $13.72. Results are exactly the
opposite in Boston. Living in a neighborhood where few people drive alone has a positive
relationship to wages in Boston. If living in an area where no one commutes to work alone, the
average man earns $15.32 through close ties, $10.06 if everyone drives. Cars, and having a car at
one's disposal, are closely tied to earnings in spread-out Los Angeles in a way that they are not
in Boston. Boston's centralized nature, as well as its high-quality public transit system,
concentrates high-income individuals and higher-paying jobs in areas well-served by alternate
forms of transportation.
Neighborhood Poverty
Of the neighborhood variables tested for effects on job-finding methods, only neighborhood
poverty rates were used in the wage model. 59 The average poverty rate of respondents'
neighborhoods is lower in Boston (9%) than in LA (16%). Not surprisingly, job finders'
neighborhood-poverty levels are related to their wages. 60
Poverty rates also affect the method-wage relationship. Neighborhood poverty rates explain
some, but not all, of newspapers' positive effect on men's wages (Table 37). Neighborhood
poverty has almost no connection to women's wages through method use; poverty rates certainly
have a negative association with wages but the methods that work for women are the same in
both poorer and better-off neighborhoods (Table 38).
Living in a high-poverty census tract has different outcomes according to gender (Table 38).
Local poverty levels are linked to lower wages for everyone, but hurt women less (-.283) than
men (-.546). The predicted wage for a Latino 35-year old male finding work through close ties in
a LA neighborhood with a zero-percent poverty rate is $9.76. In a neighborhood with what
William Julius Wilson calls "ghetto poverty," (1987), his wage drops to $7.84 an hour, about a
59 Homeownership rates and neighborhood percent white were strongly related to poverty levels and were removed
from the analysis. Interactions between location and poverty levels were tested in earlier versions of this model, but
were not significant.
60 It makes sense that individuals with higher wages would either move out of the neighborhood or if they stayed,
effectively raising the average income in the area.
$2.00 disparity. The results are similar in Boston. 61 The difference for women is less than a
dollar. 62
Social Networks
Adding to Granovetter's argument about the "strength of weak ties" (1973), researchers
argue that employed, better-educated contacts lead to better jobs (Briggs 1997; Rosenbaum and
Popkin 1991). This encourages the search for ways to increase job seekers' likelihood of
knowing such people. But how strongly are networks related to wages? To test this, four network
measures were added to the basic model: job finders' group membership, network size, and
whether any network member is a neighbor or has any higher education. All factors except
knowing one's neighbors were hypothesized to have positive effects on wages. 63 As predicted,
network characteristics are significantly associated with wages.
Belonging to at least one group was positively and significantly associated with wages (Table
37 and Table 38). Groups ranged from professional organizations to the social clubs. In MCSUI,
women are more active in the PTA and church groups while men belong to social/sports clubs.64
For men, group membership boosts hourly wages by approximately $1.50. Group membership
does not have a significant impact for women. This suggests that the groups women participate
in are less likely to transmit helpful labor market information or that women are less likely to
benefit from informal information of this type. These groups may also demand time or other
61 For Boston men, $9.47 in a no-poverty tract versus $7.61 in an area with 40% poverty.
62 The difference between a 0% vs. 40% poverty rate for women is eighty-four cents in LA and ninety-eight cents in
Boston.
63 Knowing a neighbor was predicted to have a negative impact on wages as contacts in the same locale as the job
finder are more likely to have spatially-similar job information. which in turn reduces the potential range of
employment opportunities.
64 The gender distribution is roughly equal for members of neighborhood, political, ethnic/cultural, and business
groups.
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commitments from women without providing a direct employment dividend, unlike the
stereotypical role of golf among male executives.
Networks also have another, indirect effect on the method-wage relationship. Newspapers
increase men's wages in the basic model (Table 37), but not as much as they do when network
variables are controlled. Newspapers' effect rises because networks are acting as a suppressor.65
Men who are more socially connected are less likely to find work through newspapers.66 Being
more connected also increases wages.67 Newspapers are good for wages in the basic model but
their full effect is offset because people who use newspapers also tend to be people with few
network ties. Holding networks constant lets us see that if everyone had the same connections,
newspapers would be even more helpful than they initially appear. The newspaper coefficient
when accounting for networks is more than twice (.801) what it is in the basic model (.325).
Similar patterns are also evident for women's wages when networks are included in the model
(Table 38). These results suggest that newspapers have the potential to play an even more
positive role in wages than initially thought.
As discussed earlier, Louis Wirth (2000 [1938]) predicted that larger cities would breed
anomie, with the result being smaller networks and looser ties. In accordance with this, residents
of larger, more dispersed and diverse LA reported an average of fewer network ties than those in
smaller, centralized Boston. Is there a link between this pattern and job-finders' wages? This
study finds no significant relationship between number of network ties and wages for men.
Network composition is more important, and college-educated network ties do significantly
65 This refers to the role of the variable in suppressing the true relationship of other variables to the outcome.
66 A separate multinomial logistic regression (not shown) predicting men's search methods with network variables
was significant with a pseudo-R 2 of .12 and negative effects on newspaper use.
67 A linear regression model predicted a significant positive relationship between hourly wage rates and network
variables.
affect men's wages. Network size does have a significant positive effect on women's wages
(Table 38). While Carol Stack's research on networks (1974) emphasized the obligations
associated with network membership, it seems clear that women also benefit from their
connections. Participation in spatially diverse, better-educated networks is also associated with
higher wages.68 If any contact has a post high-school education, women's wages increase by
more than a dollar.
Occupation
Does the type of job found help explain methods' contribution to wages? For example, do
jobs found through non-contact methods pay more because they are tend to be white-collar
positions? Occupation was not included in the regression model because of its correlation with
wages, but it is possible to explore this issue using cross-tabulations.
Table 39: Method Use by Occupation
Close Ties Weak Ties Newspapers Other Means
MALE Professional and Managerial Workers 39% 13% 16% 32%
Other White Collar Workers 43% 9% 31% 17%
Service Workers 60% 2% 18% 20%
Blue Collar 63% 5% 13% 19%
Total 51% 8% 19% 23%
FEMALE Professional and Managerial Workers 32% 9% 20% 38%
Other White Collar Workers 38% 7% 32% 22%
Service Workers 51% 8% 15% 26%
Blue Collar 62% 2% 12% 23%
Total 42% 7% 23% 27%
Rows may not add to 100 due to rounding error.
Professional and managerial workers are less likely to find work through close ties than blue-
collar workers, and more likely to use formal or direct methods (Table 39). This supports the
68 For men, having a neighbor in the network had no impact on wages, but this variable was significant for women.
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idea of an intercessory role for occupation in the wage-method association, but not all methods
fit this pattern. Newspapers and Other means are more likely to be used by white-collar workers.
Men using weak ties, which have a negative wage effect, were also most likely to be white-collar
managers. Certain groups likely to earn higher wages (white-collar workers in particular) also
find work through methods now known to be related to lower wages.
SUMMARY
This chapter asked how job-finding methods are related to job finders' wages, and if this
relationship differs in Boston and Los Angeles. A subsidiary question was whether job finders'
use of different methods in these cities can be explained by the wages each method tends to
produce.
Methods can be associated with wage differences of more than $1.00 an hour. The direct
effect of city on wages is small, but indirect effects through methods are significant, particularly
for women. Methods do not always have the same wage effects everywhere, and the "best"
method is not always weak ties. Methods' wage outcomes explain city differences in method use
for some job finders but not others; only Boston men and Los Angeles women tend to find work
through the most lucrative, economically "rational" methods.
Methods and location are important contributors to job finders' wages but they are not the
only relevant factors. Some background characteristics are consistently associated with wages
regardless of methods used. Whites and Asians tend to have higher wages than African-
Americans and Hispanics. Knowing at least one person with higher education is linked to higher
wages even when the job finder's own education level is controlled; having network members as
neighbors lowers women's wages. Increases in age and education are tied to higher wages for
both men and women.
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CONCLUSION
The relationship between methods and outcomes in MCSUI is complex, and includes
multiple locations, genders, races, and occupations. While it is difficult to summarize this
constellation of factors into one pithy phrase, it is useful to think of the results in terms of
qualified compensation. A job finder's wage outcome depends on a number of qualifications,
including the method used and (for some) where they use it.
Methods can matter for wages; which method depends on the job finder's gender and where
they live. There is no particular advantage for men who use weak ties or Other means to find
work. Newspapers are associated with higher wages although their effect fades for older men.
Both city and methods are much more significant for women's wages. Men's wages are based
largely on their personal characteristics while women's compensation is more contingent.
Three general findings emerge from these analyses. Job-finding methods matterfor wages,
but onlyfor women. After accounting for other sources of variation, the relationship between
weak ties and wages for men is insignificant. Only newspaper use has a significant relationship
to men's outcomes. Weak ties are no longer men's key to higher wages, and that men do better
by shifting to non-contact job-finding methods. Women's experience is very different, and their
wages are significantly tied to all methods.
The relationship between methods and wages is partially accounted for byjob finders'
mobility, neighborhood poverty rates, and networks in addition to their individual
characteristics. Overall, greater mobility and more diverse networks are associated with higher
wages. The relative effects of these variables can matter differently for men and women. Group
membership has a positive effect for men's earnings and no effect for women. Covering more
territory when searching for work lowers men's wages but raises women's earnings. Counter to
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study predictions, network size does not have a significant effect for men, while it does for
women. Having one's friends living nearby has a negative link to women's wages but no effect
for men. As predicted, better-educated contacts are linked with higher wages.
Strategies associated with higher wages are not the same for everyone, everywhere. This is
the study's punch line, and it is not what one would expect given Granovetter's results. Women
earn most when finding work through weak ties in LA and close ties in Boston.69 Men find the
highest wages through newspapers, and weak ties are insignificant. Although the city effect for
men is accounted for by race and ethnicity, city and its interactions are significant for women's
wages even after other variables are controlled.
This study establishes that current job finding processes do not fit the model proposed by
Mark Granovetter in the early 1970s, and that location plays a significant role in job finders'
method use and wage outcomes. The final chapter summarizes these findings, discusses their
relevance, and outlines suggestions for future research.
69 Using a 35-year old as a reference.
CHAPTER 5: FINDING WORK IN THE CITY
Work, work, work, is the main thing.
- Abraham Lincoln
When the topic of job finding comes up in conversation, the first thing that most people want
to know is what works best. This question has been raised in academic settings for decades, and
the answers incorporated into theory and policy. After Granovetter's "strength of weak ties"
(1973) finding there was an easy answer for job seekers: reach out to distant contacts. But there
have been significant changes in the labor market since the 1970s, and this study found
differences in job-finding even for white-collar men. Location also influences outcomes. This
chapter summarizes "what works where," and discusses the study's implications for theory,
policy, and future research.
The general contribution of this study is to understand job-finding method outcomes through
a multi-city framework. Comparing this process in two cities presents a more detailed map of job
finding than research based on only one labor market, which provides an incomplete picture of
labor matching.
This study's results support the original hypothesis that location influences both method use
and method outcomes. City has a significant effect on method use even when controlling for
variables hypothesized to explain the relationship. Demographic, mobility, poverty, and social
network variables do have varied effects on job finders' outcomes, but do not account for
differences in job finding. Location can also matter for wages. While city has a direct affect on
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wage levels, it is minor compared to the impact it has through method use, particularly for
women. This study has three basic findings:
i. Job-finding patterns have changed since the 1970s;
2. Method use is related to location;
3. For women, methods' effects on wages also depend on location.
CHANGES IN JOB FINDING
While sampling differences make it impossible to precisely match MCSUI respondents to
those in Granovetter's survey,70 comparisons can be made for similar groups. Based on data for
white-collar professional men from both surveys, labor matching now looks different from the
processes documented in the 1970s. Jobs are found less often through personal contacts and
more through Other means such as direct methods or intermediaries. This reflects the more
general emphasis on non-contact methods among Boston workers.
How do other groups compare to professional white-collar men? Women are more likely to
use personal contacts to find work in Boston, and their use of weak ties increases with age. Men
overall have shifted more of their method use from contacts to methods such as newspapers and
Other means. The use of formal methods to connect with employers is encouraged by equal
opportunity employment laws and rising skill requirements, which may be less of a factor for the
low-skill service occupations in which many women work. Despite this, even when in the same
occupation older women were more likely to use weak ties than similar men.
When they are used, weak ties are not necessarily "strong." Personal contacts can still
provide the benefits Granovetter identified in his study but now exhibit signs of the inequality
70 As noted earlier, Granovetter's sample was limited to one suburban town rather than the greater Boston
metropolitan area, as with MCSUI.
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evident in wages and wealth (Danziger and Gottschalk 1993; Levy and Murnane 1992). Job
finders at the lower end of the wage spectrum use contacts to find work in MCSUI without
experiencing a wage boost. Many of these low-wage respondents are Latinos who use contacts at
high rates but are also clustered in low-paying jobs.71
THE RELEVANCE OF SPACE
A central goal of this study was to assess the role of space in job finding by comparing
Boston and Los Angeles job finders. Analyses of method use and wage outcomes confirm that
location matters in several ways. Which methods work and the wages associated with those
methods depend on the geographic context of the job search.
Job finders in LA behave very much like those in Granovetter's original Boston-area study;
they find jobs through personal contacts most of the time and have the highest rates of weak-tie
use in the study. Boston's job finders no longer fit this mold. Only a third of this group use
contacts when finding a job. Instead of connecting to employers through their networks, most
Boston residents use Other means, such as sending in a resume, calling an employer directly, or
walking into a business off the street. These patterns persist even after controlling for individual
characteristics.
City differences are much more pronounced for women than for men. Gender is significant in
determining which job-finding method an individual used, and in the case of weak ties this
relationship also changes depending on city. Women are much more likely to find work through
weak ties when living in Boston than are men in either city. Space has an effect on wages as
71 Other research focused on Latino job finding (Melendez and Falc6n 1999) points to the potential for
intermediaries to substitute for Latinos' employment networks. Such intermediaries would have to connect workers
to opportunities beyond the reach of friends and family contacts.
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well, but only for women. While many of the variables modeled affect the relationship between
men's method use and wages, city does not. Location alters the relationship between men's use
of newspapers to find work and their wages. No other methods have a relationship to men's
wage outcomes. In contrast, city influences women's wages for all methods. Women in Los
Angeles have wages that are particularly sensitive to job-finding method. Spatial differences in
method use are explained by men's individual characteristics (particularly race and ethnicity) and
women's age.
Another dimension of spatial difference is mobility, which influences both method use and
wages. Car access and farther-ranging searches when looking for work are tied to job finding
through both newspapers and weak ties. Living in a neighborhood with high rates of commuters
driving alone to work signals that distance from employers can be crossed using methods that
extend the search throughout the metro area. Mobility is also linked to wage outcomes.
Predictably, not having a car in spread-out Los Angeles reduces wages. Unexpectedly, job
finders in Boston without cars actually had higher hourly wages than those who did. Having a
car is a necessity hard on the heels of food, clothing, and shelter in LA, just another basic
requirement for workers. Boston's comprehensive public transportation system and core-
periphery structure reduce the need for car access within the center city. Those who can afford to
live in higher-priced Boston and its immediate suburbs have a wage advantage over those who
live beyond the range of public transit and must have car access to reach their jobs.
CITY, WAGES, AND METHODS
This study examined city's direct and indirect contributions to job finders' outcomes. A job
finder's city has only a small main effect on wages (R2 = .03). Job finders in Boston make
approximately a quarter more than they would in LA. For men, this minor difference disappears
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after accounting for individual characteristics. Even if this effect were larger, moving to a new
city is a relatively extreme way to improve workers' wages, and not costless. What does relate to
wages are job-finding methods and the interactions between city and method. The next section
answers a question of concern to all job seekers: what works?
What Works Now?
The who-what-where of job finding, introduced in Chapter One, provides a comprehensive
way to discuss what works. What are the fastest, most common, most lucrative ways to find
work, for whom, and how do the answers depend on where one lives? The answers to these
questions are helpful for both individual job seekers and policy makers. The following list
summarizes what works for job finders in terms of methods and wages:
. Old standbys still work: older, better-educated, mobile workers with diverse networks
earn the most;
. Thefastest way to find work parallels the most common methods, close ties in LA and
Other means in Boston;
. Personal contacts are the most common method in LA, but Other means are more popular
in Boston;
. Men earn most when they find work through newspapers, women do best with personal
contacts (weak ties in LA, close ties in Boston);
- City matters for methods and wages: job finders use different methods depending on
where they live but this doesn't always affect their wages; methods' influence on men
wages is largely the same no matter where they live but not women, and methods have
less of an impact on Boston women's wages than they do for women in LA.
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A number of factors influence job finders' method use, including where they live, their
gender, race, level of education, English ability, occupation, mobility and network
characteristics. Many of those same variables can also affect job finders' wages, depending on
the job finders' gender. Age, education, car access, and knowing people with advanced education
are tied to higher wages for both men and women. While there is overlap, men's wages are more
sensitive to certain aspects of mobility than women's, and women's wages are affected more by
network characteristics.72
Which methods are the "best," or those most likely to lead to high wage jobs, depends on
gender, location, and age. It is important to note that weak ties are not a silver bullet. Despite the
dependent nature of these results, two examples can summarize the broader relationship between
city, wages, and methods:
. A 35-year old man with a high-school education earns the highest wages through
newspapers regardless of city;
. A 35-year old woman with a high-school education earns most through weak ties in LA,
and most through close ties in Boston. A younger woman earns most through newspapers
and Other means.
SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
There has been considerable research on how individuals find work over the past century.
The original focus on blue-collar job finding was extended by Mark Granovetter's study of
white-collar workers in the 1970s, which also clarified the role of social structure in economic
72 Car access has a positive effect on both men's and women's wages. Living in a neighborhood where many people
drive alone to work boosts men's wages but has no impact for women, and men's wages decrease as the number of
areas searched rises while women's wages rise. In Boston, car access lowers men's wages but raises women's.
Group membership helps men but not women, and network size and knowing a neighbor affect women's wages but
not men's.
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models on job-finding. Finding that location also plays a role in this process qualifies
Granovetter's model while supporting his argument that job finding is dependent on much more
than a simple economic exchange. The factors predicted to explain the impact of location on job
finding could not account its full effects. Knowing how "who" and "where" affects the "how"
and "how much" of job finding provides an opportunity for future research that will clarify this
relationship and test the applicability of hypotheses generated by this study. How does this shape
potential roles for policy in the process? Recognizing the variability of the context in which labor
matching takes place points the way to job-search strategies that are more flexible and effective
than a "one size fits all" approach.
Labor Matching
This study is a natural extension of Granovetter's research and the work that built upon it.
The labor market has undergone substantial change since the 1970s, and it is only reasonable to
expect that job finding has changed in response. The popularity of Other methods in MCSUI
may be a consequence of the growth of intermediaries in this time (Harrison and Weiss 1998;
Osterman 1999) or to an increase in isolated workers forced to rely on direct application.
Evidence of spatial differences suggests that the portability of current labor-matching models be
re-examined. Considering the social dynamics of labor matching as they occur in a particular
place would also provide a clearer assessment of their role relative to other methods. How does
location's significance in job finding relate to what we know about labor matching, and how can
this relationship be clarified in future research?
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City Differences
Chapter Three discussed city differences in method use that were not fully explained by
networks, mobility, or neighborhood characteristics, and proposed three alternative hypotheses.
The first is an institutional explanation related to the development of cities. If a city (such as
Boston) has a well-established set of resources available to job seekers, they may fill the role
played in other places by personal contacts. Testing this hypothesis would require a comparative
study of labor-matching institutions between cities, and a more in-depth analysis of the process
by which job seekers use and prioritize available search methods.
A second possible cause of the city effect in method use are unobserved differences in urban
labor markets. While the broader industrial mix is similar in Boston and Los Angeles, specific
industries prevalent in a single city may influence the hiring environment among a given group
of potential employees. Research that correlates method use with job seekers' industries would
address this issue. This could be accomplished using the existing MCSUI database. This
hypothesis could also be extended to include qualitative studies of industrial hiring patterns, or a
comparative study of similar industries in different cities to determine whether their hiring
patterns are consistent regardless of location.
The third hypothesis takes a more fundamental approach to explaining city differences.
Earlier in this study, we introduced the idea of contextual capital, which posits that the
effectiveness of social and individual capital for a task such as job finding is related to the
specifics of the labor market in which the job seeker is located. Testing this idea is beyond the
scope of the MCSUI data and would require a survey with more detailed information on the full
extent of individuals' networks, and the forms of capital that were used to connect to different
kinds of jobs. Such a study would also benefit from a map of the employment landscape that
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includes employment centers, and a qualitative component to specifically relate network ties to
locations in the metropolitan area. This would allow for a test of the hypothesis that workers are
able to adjust their search methods to match the spatial as well as occupational distribution of
employment in their area, which may provide policy levers for addressing potential spatial
mismatches.
Methods
How men find work has little effect on their wages, but methods are much more significant
for women. Theories of labor matching that depend on methods as an intervening variable in the
worker-employer connection should account for gender in their analyses. This finding suggests
that policies designed to connect workers to better jobs would benefit from attention to method
choice for women but not men. It also indicates that mobility and other programs may be
successful to the extent that they enable women to connect with sources of job information other
than close ties. Finally, the rise in men's use of Other means to find work in Boston does not
seem to be tied to wages, and additional research should be done to determine what alternative
factors motivate this trend.
Differences in the method-wage relationship between Granovetter's study and MCSUI also
point to the impact of inequality on wages. Weak ties are theorized to act as bridges to
opportunities not likely to be found by job seekers in other ways. The increased use of such ties
by workers at the bottom end of the wage spectrum suggests that weak ties are either less
effective at bridging gaps now, or that the quality of all available jobs has declined.
In addition to interviewing individuals, MCSUI conducted interviews with employers. These
data, while not discussed here, have been developed into several useful analyses of the
expectations (skills, traits, etc.) employers have of their workers (Holzer 1996; Kirschenman and
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Neckerman 1991; Kirschenman 1995). A comparison relating employer hiring to location
characteristics could determine if differences in method use by city are related to employer
preferences.
Wages
As predicted, city also has both direct and indirect effects on wages. Those effects, however,
are qualified. The direct effects of city on wages are small. Possible explanations for those
effects include differences in the cost of living or in local labor demand. If direct effects are of
specific interest, future research is needed to clarify the exact nature of this relationship. There
are also indirect effects of city on wages that operate through other variables. Further research is
needed to account for the impact of location on women's wages.
Methods' effects on wages are significant for women but largely insignificant for men. The
effects of weak ties and Other means of job finding on men's wages are explained by differences
in individual characteristics, particularly race and ethnicity. Only newspapers have a significant
effect for men, signaling that they may tap into a variety of employment opportunities that other
methods do not, either economically or spatially. Testing this hypothesis would require an
analysis of the kinds of jobs available through each method. Such a study would ideally compare
available opportunities by job seeker gender in order to determine the differential effects of
methods for men's and women's wages.
In Chapter Three we saw that half of the MCSUI sample found jobs in ways that are later
shown to be less than ideal for wages. Los Angeles men and Boston women tend to find work
using methods not associated with the highest wages. For example, men in LA use contacts
despite the somewhat higher wages found through newspapers. Such economic "irrationality"
may be due to the need for quick access to information, to the specific hiring patterns of the
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industries employing many of these men, or to the benefits of occupationally and particularly
linguistically-appropriate job information.
Granovetter found that individuals under immediate economic pressures often choose to use
close ties because they are faster and more accessible than alternate methods. "When a
respondent was in real trouble... close friends were more likely than acquaintances to have
helped him with job information (1974, 54). If LA men tend to lack job security, are under more
economic pressures than other groups, or are likely to have longer periods between jobs than
others, it could explain their preference for close ties. The economic necessity explanation is not
as credible for Boston women. Women in Boston are more likely to use Other methods to find
work, and this strategy suggests both an answer to this puzzle and a potential approach to the
problem. If this group uses Other means because they are socially isolated, they cannot use
contacts despite their benefits. This gap could be bridged through institutions that provide
women with contacts to employers by encouraging job-focused networking and job clubs, or by
joining work-related social groups.
Individuals may not use the most lucrative methods because they are not aware that they
would benefit from other approaches. If the problem is one of information, employment services
and job counselors could fill this gap by promoting alternate job-search strategies for workers.
However, the strong pattern of differing method use by group suggests that this method-wage
gap is the result of more than a relatively simple information deficit. Either these groups are
subject to constraints that other groups are not (such as information access, limited mobility, or
training), or they are benefiting from alternative opportunities that compensate for the wage loss
associated with their method choices.
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What non-wage benefits of method use could lead people to find work through "non-
optimal" methods? Possible hypotheses include reduced time of search, lack of alternative
options, or maximizing employer access. Distinguishing between these possible motivations
could be done in future research using MCSUI. MCSUI survey questions include time spent
searching, the number of search methods used overall, 73 and the number of employers contacted
in the most recent month of search.
Workers using less than ideal methods may not have the option to change. Dependence on
industries or occupations that tend to hire through less lucrative methods could also generate
these patterns of method use. If, for example, men in LA are disproportionately employed by
employers who prefer to hire through informal methods, these men may not have the option to
use newspapers despite their overall relationship to higher wages. Policy solutions to these
barriers should focus on improving other connections to employers, such as employment
services.
Networks and Communities
These findings also relate to social network and community studies research. This study's
findings support Wirth's belief that individuals in large, heterogeneous cities have fewer social
contacts, but do not support his negative interpretation of this trend, at least not in the realm of
job finding. These same data, however, support the community literature's rebuttal of Wirth, in
that job finding through networks is actually higher in LA than it is in Boston. Jacobs and other
researchers who argue for the strength of community in cities would be pleased to see that
network-based job finding is alive and well in Los Angeles. This last suggests that social ties are
73 These data are more detailed than the question of how jobs were found, which would have to be disaggregated to
be comparable.
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both active and, with regard to labor matching, functional in large cities. How to resolve this
apparent contradiction? Wirth's theory helps provide an answer. He asserted that large cities
encourage many interactions but that the resulting contacts would not have the depth of more
intimate connections. Wirth's concern was that in large cities, strong ties would be replaced by
more fleeting contacts, but this may be exactly what is needed to collect job information in large,
sprawling cities like Los Angeles. More detailed research on the nature and characteristics of job
seekers' networks would allow for the specification of their role in each city without the
constraints of MCSUI's network data.
The default position in the network literature is that networks function similarly regardless of
location, and while this may be the case, this study's findings imply that they are more or less
useful in different places. Networks are not as useful for job finding in Boston as they are in LA.
Networks in large cities like LA may be better at transmitting information because city residents
demand this function of networks. The greater the need for easily accessible job information that
covers the whole city, the greater the investment in networks that provide such benefits. While
these findings are indirect, they are suggestive. Space may play an overlooked role in network
function and structure, and it would be useful to examine its impact in future network models.
Many of the questions facing researchers concerned with moving low-wage workers out of
poor neighborhoods and into good jobs are related to networks. Pinpointing the role of networks
in job finding will require data capable of identifying network ties formed both before the search
and after switching to a new job. This was not possible with MCSUI, which only allows for the
assessment of networks existing at the time of the survey, regardless of the respondents'
employment history. Longitudinal research is needed to understand the causal direction of these
relationships. Rachel Kleit's work (2001; 2002) on the local networks of scattered-site public
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housing residents and their job search is one promising example of such research. Research on
the Gautreaux and Moving to Opportunity housing programs have begun this process (Goering et
al. 1999; Rosenbaum 1995); what is needed are additional studies linking movers to social ties
that are in turn linked to employment.
In MCSUI, network composition for men is more important than the number of network ties,
which supports Crane's (1991) finding that network characteristics lead to benefits for residents
in disadvantaged neighborhoods. Women also have higher wages when they know someone with
higher education, but also do better when they have a greater number of network ties overall.
Developing the connection between individuals' contacts and their location would extend
this project's findings while addressing this issue. More precise information on networks would
expand the MCSUI survey questions by including the total number of network members (rather
than capping the number at three), their exact location, and frequency of contact. Mapping job
finder networks in conjunction with the respondent's job would permit more thorough analysis
of networks' role in information gathering, as well as the spatial dimensions of that information.
Mismatch, Mobility and Isolation
Finding that mobility does not have the same effect on outcomes for job finders in both cities
studied has implications for the spatial mismatch hypothesis. Los Angeles' pattern of multiple
economic centers may be easier to navigate than in cities where employers are more concentrated
in suburbs. It is also possible that workers have adapted to LA's spatially challenging labor
market by using personal contacts as cheap, relatively easy means of finding work. This
conception of the spatial mismatch sees workers as less passive, more able to adapt their search
strategies in the face of labor market constraints.
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Car access has been a focus of research on low-wage workers' outcomes and for the spatial
mismatch literature in general, and the effects of this kind of mobility are significant in MCSUI.
Improved mobility allows job seekers more flexibility when looking for work, but the
importance of that mobility differs by gender and location. Wages improve with car access, but
this effect is smaller for men in Boston and for women in LA. Worker transportation programs
would be more effective if able to focus in on the populations most likely to benefit from their
assistance.
In LA, car access is closely related to wages in ways that it is not in Boston. This study's
finding that car access enables men to experience wage benefits from newspaper use supports the
mismatch hypothesis while clarifying the connection between mobility and labor matching. That
increased mobility for men is related to lower wages in Boston requires further study to
understand whether respondents with lower mobility are qualitatively different from others, if car
access is indeed "optional" for work as it is not in LA, or if cars are used only by those who live
further from employers or are in other ways disadvantaged. Limited mobility or distance from
employers may also constrain workers' choice of methods, a problem that could be circumvented
by programs to give workers cars or rides to work (such as HUD's Bridges to Work program), or
by increased use of one-stop career centers by both workers and employers.
The spatial entrapment theory (England 1993; Wyly 1998), that women's employment
opportunities are constrained when lower mobility limits them to their immediate surroundings,
is also supported by this study's findings. Women's wages increase when they are able to cover a
larger number of areas looking for work, and decrease when their network includes at least one
neighbor.
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Mapping individuals' daily patterns of mobility would provide a much more concrete picture
of their familiarity with different employment environments and potential worksites. If a person
visits a mall on a regular basis then it is reasonable to assume that they not only know of
potential employers at that site, but have the means to reach a job there if one were offered. If
urban respondents regularly visit suburban areas, it would point to social or educational access
problems rather than the spatial mismatch as barriers to employment.
The neighborhood effects and social isolation literatures argue for a connection between
neighborhood poverty levels and employment outcomes, independent of other factors.
Neighborhoods are thought to affect the quality of networks available to residents, and through
these contacts, their employment outcomes. This study does not support the existence of an
independent effect of neighborhood poverty on job finders' used of contacts or other methods, or
on their wage outcomes. This does not undermine arguments that neighborhoods with high
poverty levels are less likely to have employed residents to interact with job seekers, only that
poverty rates do not have an effect on method use after accounting for differences in education,
race and ethnicity, and other variables. While neighborhood poverty does not have an
independent effect in this model, having contacts living outside one's neighborhood is positively
related to outcomes for all workers.
Men living in higher-poverty neighborhoods earn more when they use newspapers to find
work. This is not conclusive, but does support Wilson's (1996) contention that there are fewer
good opportunities available to residents whose job information is limited to such areas. There is
no such link between methods, poverty rates and women's wages, however. In fact, wages of
women in higher poverty neighborhoods were less likely to be impacted than were the wages of
similar men. It may be that these women's wages are so low that they come up against the
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minimum wage, that these women's networks are more effective at reaching beyond the borders
of their neighborhoods than similar men,7 4 or that the methods women use are determined more
by their employers than their own characteristics. Finding that the methods which work for
women in higher-poverty areas are the same as they are elsewhere speaks directly to mobility
programs designed to move low-income families to low-poverty neighborhoods. It is not that
women in these areas have different needs; it is that they would benefit from access to the same
sources of information as other women.
The Moving to Opportunity (MTO) public housing initiative is designed to test the potential
of residential mobility to improve outcomes by moving residents of high-poverty urban housing
complexes to neighborhoods with low poverty rates and/or small minority populations. The
MTO program is now ongoing in six cities across the United States. This type of residential
mobility has multiple forms of benefit for movers, including safety, health, and educational
improvements. Previous research found positive effects on employment (in the Gautreaux
program in Chicago) and the current wisdom suggests that it does this by improving participants'
social networks, which in turn benefit employment. However, these employment gains may not
be caused by changes in networks, but through changes in the use of other methods. Even if
network differences do provide the explanation for the benefits of the Gautreaux program, this
study's findings question the direct transferability of this model from one city to another. As the
methods and rewards of job finding differ by city, the potential benefits of MTO may vary as
well, and moving may not be enough to connect public housing residents with employers.7 1 It is
74 Although Fernandez and Harris (1992) found that black women in high-poverty areas were more likely to be cut
off from social connections than were men.
7 One early study of MTO results found no increase in earnings for Boston movers, which may be related to Boston
women's tendency to use Other means rather than networks, or to employer preferences for these methods (Shroder
2001).
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possible that such programs could work counter to their intended effect. For example, women
earn most through close ties in Boston, and to the extent that those ties are location-dependent,
moving could actually disrupt networks needed for finding good jobs.
Given that networks are not always the best way to find work, and that mobility can have
different effects on outcomes in different cities, programs designed to link low-income residents
to employers should focus their strategies on those most likely to succeed given the geographic
context. Mobility is positively related to outcomes in Los Angeles, and policies supporting
worker mobility in large cities such as LA may help workers find and keep better-paying jobs.
Comparative evaluations of mobility programs in large and small cities would help define the
extent to which this issue impacts workers' outcomes in other locations.
Practitioners could benefit from an added focus on spatial differences when executing
welfare-to-work policies, one-stop career centers, job clubs, and employer links, all of which
seek to enhance job seekers' networks. The majority of such programs emphasize getting a job
above all else, but the tools they provide may not be the most appropriate to that particular
person and place. Employment services and counselors should be aware that weak ties are not
always the best way for job seekers to find work, or to earn higher wages.
Knowing that what works for job finding is not always the same everywhere is of benefit to
individual job seekers as well.76 Job seekers should be aware of geography's impact on labor
matching, even in this age of placeless internet job searches. Given the changing labor market
(Harrison and Weiss 1998), the old assumption that workers find a job with one company and
hold it for life no longer holds. Instead, job change has become the norm, and understanding that
76 This information would also benefit private labor-matching firms and employers attempting to connect with
workers.
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outcomes depend on location as well as other characteristics is of value to workers across the
economic spectrum.
One additional consideration is that the data for this study were collected at the beginning of
the 1990s, before the internet boom. The rise of online recruiting and employment search,
particularly among the most educated workers, would only increase spatial differences between
cities such as Boston and Los Angeles. Boston's residents are more educated than those in LA,
are more likely to use Other means of job finding, and are based in a labor market strong in high-
tech employers. Future research should explore how online methods are being used by job
seekers now, which (if any) methods they are displacing, and whether online search is being used
by workers to adapt to spatial constraints. If employers are using the internet as a forum for
connecting to workers and as a way to screen for computer-related skills, then low-income, low-
skilled workers may be at an even greater disadvantage when it comes to finding jobs.
By necessity, this investigation was limited in scope. Addressing the relationship of job
finding to location and other factors contributes to the debate over ways to improve the labor-
market outcomes of workers. This contribution would be enhanced by complementary research
that builds on this study's findings. Studies on other cities would broaden the base of discussion
while providing a range of city shapes, sizes, and labor markets for comparison. Geospatial
overlays and detailed local analyses of network and job-finder characteristics could clarify the
relationship of method use to our day-to-day geographies, such as freeways, suburban street
plans, neighborhoods and natural features. Qualitative research comparing the experiences of job
seekers in one city neighborhood to another would expand this discussion. Longitudinal studies
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would also improve our understanding of method use over time and space, and of the impacts of
residential mobility on labor matching.
CONCLUSION
The research done by Granovetter and others on job finding laid a comprehensive
groundwork for addressing current problems of labor matching. For almost a century studies
have shown that the most common way to find work is through personal contacts. Granovetter's
early 1970s research not only supported this general finding but found that weak ties led to better
jobs more often than other methods. The MCSUI evidence presented here suggests that this
pattern is undergoing change and differs from place to place.
At the most basic level, the results of this study argue for the consideration of spatial context
in discussions of labor matching. Job finding is not the same in Los Angeles as it is in Boston,
and these differences expand both our theoretical perspective on employment processes and our
understanding of the challenges faced by job seekers in these cities.
The results also highlight the continued importance of individual characteristics such as age,
race, gender, and education for employment outcomes. These variables have significant impacts
on workers' outcomes. Individuals' mobility and social networks also have significant effects.
These findings speak to policies directed at employment services such as one-stop career centers,
housing and mobility programs, and welfare-to-work programs. More detailed studies will be
necessary to develop the relationships between these variables.
Chapter 1 introduced the challenges of job finding with the metaphor of a cross-country trip.
Of all the groups embarking on this trip, low-wage and low-skill workers are the least likely to
have access to a good map. Their journey is likely to be full of short hops based on tips from
friends, directing them to destinations not so very different from their starting place. The results
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of this study suggest that a better understanding of the role of location in labor matching is one
way to their improve outcomes.
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APPENDIX A: DATA LIMITATIONS
The MCSUI survey has a number of limitations for labor-matching research. MCSUI was not
designed as a network study and focused primarily on racial attitudes, discrimination and
segregation. As a result no questions were asked about the characteristics of respondents' weak
ties, which would have provided a better perspective on network structure and the links of those
surveyed to job and other information outside their own experience. Despite this, the design of
the survey was broad enough to permit the integration of network information with labor market
responses, and allows respondents to be located within the metropolitan area while providing a
good account of social networks' use in job finding.
Issues of job retention and employment availability will not be addressed in this study, but
should be included in future work on networks and labor market outcomes. Such research would
benefit from longitudinal data sources to explore these issues. Other considerations when
considering outcomes include the possibility that networks may be effective in job finding and
still channel workers into jobs that are segregated by race, class or gender (Hanson and Pratt
1995). The continuing challenge is to discover what moves workers into better jobs and integrate
those lessons into our understanding of local labor market dynamics.
In order to include an expanded discussion of race and ethnicity and to highlight differences
in urban form, this project used two of the four MCSUI cities. More work should be done to
relate these findings to labor market experiences in other cities before generalizing to other
metropolitan areas. Despite these drawbacks, this research provides support for the argument that
employment research should incorporate spatial characteristics into future analyses.
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APPENDIX B: MCSUI QUESTIONS ON JOB SEARCH AND FINDING
F58. When did you last look for work?
F64. Please look at this page. Now I would like to ask you a few questions about how you (last
looked/are looking) for a job. Which of the following methods (did you use/ are you using)
in your job search? (In your search, (have you/did you) [READ EACH])
F70. Did you find your (last/present) job through friends or relatives, other people, newspaper
ads, or some other way? (What?)
F71. Which of the following best describes your relationship to the one person who most directly
helped you get you (last/current) job--was it a relative, a friend, an acquaintance, or
someone else?
F72. Was this person white, (black/African-American), Hispanic, or Asian?
F73. Was this person a man or a woman?
F74. Did this person live in your neighborhood at the time?
F75. (Did/does) this person work for the firm by which you were hired?
F76. What was the main way this person helped you?
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APPENDIX C: A NOTE ON "OTHER" JOB-FINDING METHODS
One difficulty in interpreting the job-search strategies used by individuals in this sample is
that the final search methods were grouped in order to facilitate broad analyses. As illustrated
above, close ties, weak ties and newspapers were three of the most popular methods used by job
seekers, and account for a significant proportion of the jobs found. But what about those who
found work through the vaguely categorized "Other" methods? This question is particularly
important when looking at job-finding patterns in Boston, where these Other methods were more
commonly used. What are those Other methods?
Splitting the sample of job seekers into those who found work through Other means or
through any other method provides an answer to this question. Did those who found work
through Other methods also search for work differently than those who found work through the
remaining possibilities? If so, what Other methods did they use? By comparing the use of Other
methods in job search, the possible methods used more often by job finders through Other means
can be outlined.
Respondents who found work through Other methods were more likely to have searched for
work using school placement offices, help wanted signs, and the two methods of direct
application. While this evidence is circumstantial, it suggests that Other methods is largely a
story of direct applications through walk-ins, phone calls, and sent r6sumes.
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Table 40: Job-Search Strategies for Those Who Found Work through "Other" Methods
LA BOSTON
Men N Women N Men N Women N
TALKED TO FRIENDS 71% 133 58% 123 82% 126 45% 60
TALKED TO RELATIVES 46% 85 39% 82 74% 114 38% 51
NEWSPAPER ADS 70% 130 66% 138 84% 129 63% 84
LABOR UNION 8% 15 2% 4 8% 12 1% 1
STATE EMPLOY. AGENCY 18% 33 7% 15 21% 32 15% 20
SCHOOL PLACEMENT 19% 36 17% 35 20% 31 10% 14
HELP WANTED SIGNS 34% 64 37% 78 25% 38 34% 46
TEMP AGENCY 17% 32 27% 57 8% 12 10% 14
PRIVATE EMPLOY SVC 18% 33 15% 32 20% 30 17% 23
WALK-IN APPLICATION 61% 114 60% 126 51% 79 53% 71
SENT RESUME OR CALLED 60% 111 49% 104 94% 144 47% 63
Table 41: Job-Search Strategies for Those Founding Work through Contacts or Newspapers
LA BOSTON
Men N Women N Men N Women N
TALKED TO FRIENDS 86% 742 78% 537 75% 216 68% 210
TALKED TO RELATIVES 56% 484 52% 355 51% 148 35% 107
NEWSPAPER ADS 63% 546 66% 452 72% 215 81% 254
LABOR UNION 6% 53 3% 20 6% 18 1% 4
STATE EMPLOY. AGENCY 18% 152 16% 109 24% 69 16% 50
SCHOOL PLACEMENT 9% 74 8% 53 23% 67 8% 25
HELP WANTED SIGNS 30% 262 31% 210 26% 74 21% 65
TEMP AGENCY 14% 124 22% 154 15% 43 10% 32
PRIVATE EMPLOY SVC 15% 127 14% 96 22% 63 17% 52
WALK-IN APPLICATION 53% 460 46% 314 42% 119 42% 129
SENT RESUME OR CALLED 51% 440 47% 322 70% 198 61% 188
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